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SUMMARY
A detailed  description is given, for the first tim e, of the practical 
operation of a pulsed Fourier transform spectrometer as  a routine proton 
instrum ent.
The application of continuous wave and pulsed Fourier transform 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectrometry to the examination of 
tritia ted  organic compounds has been stud ied . Methods have been 
developed for obtaining spectra from material containing one millicurie 
of tritium, or l e s s ,  and for internally referencing such spectra , for 
comparison with the protonated m ateria l.
The application of a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectrom eter/ 
computer system to various kinetic and other problems has been s tu d ied .
TO MY WIFE, JOHANNA CATHERINE BLOXSIDGE
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CHAPTER ONE
INSTRUMENTATION
INTRODUCTION
The theory of the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance phenomenon and of the
Continuous - Wave NMR experiment have been extensively  rev iew ed ^  .
More recently  the theory and some of the experimental requirements of
f 3
Pulsed Fourier Transform NMR have received much attention1 ' J.
A continuous wave spectrometer scanning a 1000 Hz spectrum would 
normally be expected to take 0 .5  to 1 seconds per Hz for good resolution 
and line shape. If 1000 R .F. transmitters were provided / covering the 
frequency range of in te res t,  with 1000 tuned rec e iv e rs , each feeding one 
channel of data sto re , the spectrum could be acquired in l /5 0 0 th  or l /100 0 th  
of the tim e. Such an instrument is hardly a practical proposition, desp ite  
the obvious advantages for long accum ulations, but it can be simulated 
ind irec tly .
A continuous emission of R.F. power at a d iscrete  frequency in the 
NMR experiment, should, ideally , for a fixed fie ld , excite  only those  
nuclei with exactly  corresponding Larmor frequencies . The frequency 
domain spectrum of the transmitter is then a single sharp line . If, however, 
the transmitter is gated to produce a square pulse of, say , 50 ^ s  duration 
[F ig . l  (a) } the power emitted will contain Fourier components at frequencies 
well above and below the carrier frequency. In general term s, Fourier 
transformation of a square pulse produces a frequency domain spectrum of 
the form shown in F ig . l  (b).
For pulses of 10 - 50 ^s duration, the power emitted will be 
effectively constant for many kiloherz on either side of the carrier 
frequency.
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Such a pulse , therefore, is equivalent to the multiple transm itters of 
the notional, introductory experiment.
During the pu lse , the m agnetisation of a ll  nuclei within the t ran s­
mitter field with suitableLarmor frequencies, will be til ted  out of the 
Z axis towards the X Y p lan e .
The various precessions will induce currents of the corresponding 
frequencies in the receiver co il .  Here there is a difference from the 
multichannel experiment, in that an exponentially decaying signal of 
mixed frequencies is acquired by the data  handling equipment, rather 
than a set of d iscre te  frequencies. However, Fourier transformation of 
the information will produce a frequency domain spectrum corresponding 
to that produced by a continuous wave spectrom eter, with a time saving , 
in actual data acquisition term s, approximating to that of the notional 
multichannel experiment.
It must be noted that a signal will be obtained from any nucleus within 
the frequency range of the pu lse . Care must be taken to arrange the 
carrier frequency so that a ll signals are within the effectively  flat portion 
of the power curve; for a given frequency range th is  puts outside  limits 
on the pulse length. It will be noticed that the R.F. field (H^) is propor­
tional to the pulse length as well as  to the transmitter output.
To ensure that' the instrument has sufficient v e rsa t i l i ty  for a varie ty  
of pulse experiments the o u tp u t  voltage should be high enough to provide 
for a 180° til t  within the desired pulse length.
In practice th is  usually  depends as much on efficient coupling of the 
transmitter to the probe coil as on the nominal power of the transm itter 
amplifier. Pulse lengths and transmitter powers adequate for practical 
spectroscopy are now routinely achieved .
The data acquisition  sequence a lso  imposes c o n s tra in ts . Since 
the data  are acquired in the time domain, sampling theory requires that 
the sampling frequency must be twice tha t of the highest frequency in the 
sampled s igna l. If a frequency of (SAMPLING FREQUENCY/2 + A F) Hz is  
present, it will be interpreted by the equipment as  an o u t-o f-p h ase  
signal of (SAMPLING FREQUENCY/2 -  aF) H z . (aF being any frequency 
increment). Note a lso  that a ll signals are relative to the carrier and will 
have corresponding frequencies regard less of which side of the carrier 
they orig inate . The carrier frequency and the upper sampling frequency 
limit, (relative to the carrier frequency) must be kept outside the spectrum 
if "folding" or "aliasing" of spectral lines is to be avoided .
The resolution, or at least the potential resolu tion , of the final 
spectrum, will also  be constrained by the factors considered above because  
resolution is found to be equal to 1/ACQUISITION TIME ( s ) . The 
acquisition time is equal to the NUMBER OF DATA CHANNELS/SAMPLING 
FREQUENCY (Hz) (or NUMBER OF DATA CHANNELS times the DWELL TIME 
per channel) . The AD converter sampling time of a computer is very 
short ( ~ 20 ns) so that in order to obtain the appropriate sampling 
frequency for the frequency range se lec ted , it is necessa ry  for the 
computer to pause for a dwell time equal to 1/SAMPLING FREQUENCY 
seconds at each computer add ress .
Since the final d isp lay  of the spectrum is digital in nature , the 
effective resolution cannot be better than the definition of the store 
(Hz per ADDRESS). The Fourier transform (FT) operation, performed 
by the fast-Fourier-transform algorithm produces both "real" and
"imaginary" m oieties of the spectrum, 90° out of phase with one another.
Hence the spectrum finally displayed occupies only half the number 
of computer store addresses  used to store the original free induction 
decay  signal (FID). An 8K (8 x 1024 address) FID transforms to a 
4K spectrum, so the definition will equal (FREQUENCY RANGE/2 x  4096) Hz 
and lines with separations less  than th is  cannot be resolved . Also, no 
shift can be quoted to better than + the defin ition .
THE R.10 NMR SPECTROMETER
The PERKIN-ELMER R.10 NMR SPECTROMETER is a permanent m agnet, 
continuous wave instrument with a basic  field o f  1.41 T es la ,  bringing 
protons to resonance at 60 MHz. There is no field-frequency lock 
system and s tab ility  depends on the respective  s tab il i tie s  of the 
permanent magnet and the unlocked, c rystal-contro lled  o sc illa to rs  
providing basic  and modulation frequencies . In prac tice, desp ite  the 
action of a flux s ta b il ise r ,  the magnetic field is  suscep tib le  to changes 
in external environment and high precision work is bes t  done when 
adjoining rooms in the building are empty.
The magnet is insulated and thermostatted to minimise thermal changes 
and a number of Helmholz co ils  are wound on the po le-p ieces  to provide 
fie ld -sw eep , flux s tab ilisa tion  and field modulation. Nine pairs of shim 
c o i ls ,  as  printed circuit p la tes , are supported between the pole f a c e s .
The single coil probe, surmounted by its twin T bridge, s i ts  on a "Dural" 
bar, clamped to the magnet yoke and the bridge balance controls are 
extended out of the thermostatted enc lo su re . An air turb ine , for sample 
spinning, is a ttached to the probe top and a thermostatted a ir supply is 
provided. The R.F. power is generated at a fairly low frequency thermo­
sta tted  crystal and multiplied by four to.give the basic  carrier frequency 
for the nucleus being s tu d ied . A modulation frequency of 4 kHz is 
introduced in a single side band (SSB) unit and the first upper sideband 
se lec ted  to apply to the probe [F ig .2] .
The single coil of the probe is one arm of a twin T bridge which is
F ig . 2 .  R.10 Simplified Block D iagram .
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tuned to a null in the no-signal condition. When a sample comes to 
resonance in the coil the bridge is unbalanced and the resu ltan t RF 
current across  the bridge is passed to a tuned amplifier with automatic 
gain control, then mixed with the carrier frequency in a phase sensitive  
de tec to r .  The 4 kHz resultan t signal is amplified and filtered with 
normal audio frequency equipment and applied to an osc illoscope  or 
chart reco rder .
A rudimentary frequency-sweep is available for spin decoupling but 
normally a f ie ld -sw eep  is derived from the osc illoscope time base  or 
from a computer potentiometer ganged to the chart recorder d riv e .
Conversion from proton operation to tritium, fluorine, phosphorous, 
boron or carbon -  13 operation involves changing the plug-in frequency 
source and SSB un it, the tuned amplifier, the twin T bridge and the 5mm 
or 8mm probe assem bly . These are all readily  access ib le  and the 
frequency sources can be kept warm in preheater positions (valve heaters  
and crystal ovens). Some of the probe and bridge combinations can be 
rebalanced in situ for operation at different frequencies, but where they 
have to be removed and replaced some delay  is experienced before the 
field r e - s ta b i l i s e s .
In addition to the above, a variable temperature probe (VTP) is 
available  for proton and fluorine operation. To avoid disturbing the 
thermostatted magnet system this probe is completely shielded by a water 
jacket maintained at magnet temperature. Sample temperature is va ried , 
within a Dewar, by means of a closed air circulation system , e lec tr ica lly  
hea ted , or cooled by liquid nitrogen in jection. This VTP functions a s  per 
specifica tion , but its use is discouraged by its high weight, which c au ses
magnetic f ie ld -shape  changes over a period of some days after insta lla tion  
or removal, and by the non-standard NMR tube ( ~ 4 .5 mm) that is u sed .  
(This has n ecess ita ted  considerable expense on specia l tubes.)
THE DIGICO "DIGIAC" COMPUTER
The purchase of a computer of average transien ts  (CAT) to interface 
to the R.10 spectrometer was an early priority and a choice had to be made 
between "hard-wired" and freely programmable d e v ic e s .  Perkin-Elmer Ltd. 
offered a digital-memory oscilloscope device (Northern Scientific) with 
hard-wired capacity  for 1000 channel accumulation, spectrum -subtract ion 
e t c . . For much the same outlay Digico Ltd. offered a 4K "mini-computer", 
with interface for the R.10 and software for a ll  common requirem ents. 
Accumulation was offered in up to 3000 c h a n n e ls .
The "DIGIAC", upon which the choice fe l l ,  is interfaced to the R.10 via 
2 sense  l ines , which indicate the condition of the osc illoscope  and 
recorder f ie ld -sw e e p s , and 11 control l ines , driving reed -sw itch es  in 
parallel with various spectrometer co n tro ls . Base-line correction, 
field offset and fas t-accum ulate  units are built in, and two lines feed 
a decimal counter and its re se t .
The audio-frequency output of the spectrometer can be diverted to the 
computer and the computer output can be fed to the spectrometer recorder 
or o sc i l lo sc o p e . These lines are interfaced through an 8 bit analogue 
to d ig ita l/d ig ita l  to analogue (AD/DA) converter, with a binary d isp lay  
reg is te r .  A single external switch is provided to connect or d isconnect 
the interface, allowing completely independent operation of computer or 
spectrometer [F ig .3] . '
The computer proper comprises a processor (without hardware multiply 
or divide), four reg is te rs  with octal d isp lay , a tape reader and a tape  punch 
Two reg is ters  are available  for arithmetical o pe ra tions , one is used for
F l g . 3 . "D ig i a c 11 com puter and in terface
sim plified  block d iagram .
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programme. The contents of these  four reg is ters  can be altered manually 
^ b y  means of a bank of oc ta l push buttons. "Twos-complement" arithmetic 
with 16 bit words is u sed , and 15 addressing and 25 non-addressing 
instructions are l is ted . A 4K (4096 address) drum store is provided, th is  
can be extended to 8K.
The computer operates in a rigid cy c le .  First the number in the 
programme reg is te r  is used to address a store location, the contents of 
which are copied into the instruction reg is te r ,  decoded and acted upon.
The instruction may modify the contents of the arithm etic, modifier, 
programme or AD/DA re g is te r s , copy or a lter the contents of a specified store 
location or operate some part of the in terface.
An "Assembler" is provided for programming, but, for programmes 
involving the interface, it is generally found more convenient to work 
d irec tly  in "machine code" , the specific  location of blocks of information 
in the store being important and store space often being at a premium .
Software provided with the instrument includes all normal programming 
and editing a id s ,  numerous arithmetical rou tines, te s t  loops, a 3 spin NMR 
simulation routine and, of course, accumulate, integrate , subtract and fa s t -  
accumulate interface ro u t in e s .
THE WH -  90 SPECTROMETER
THE BRUKER WH -  90 PULSED FOURIER TRANSFORM NMR SPECTROMETER 
[F ig .4 ]  is a solid sta te  spectrometer employing an electromagnet 
operating at a field of 2 .114 T esla , bringing protons to resonance a t a 
frequency of 90.02 MHz. Operation is ,  at present, exclusively  in the FT 
mode, except for the fie Id-frequency-lock channel.
The system may be considered a s  three su b -sy s tem s;th e  magnet and 
its power supply, cooling unit and control gear; the radio-frequency and 
audio frequency circuitry, and the data-handling equipment and peripheral 
dev i c e s .
THE MAGNET is of fairly conventional form, with 15" diameter pole fa c e s ,  
but, unlike other commercially available spectrometer m ag n e ts , the yoke 
is a single forging of soft iron. This fea ture , together with operation at 
2 .1  rather than 2 .3  Tesla avoids magnetic saturation and leads to 
unusually high stab ility  and reproducibility of the magnetic f ie ld . The 
instrument can be operated within a very short time of switching on the 
magnet and the field-shape se tt les  to standard values within a few h o u rs .
Only vertical linearity and curvature normally need adjustment after power 
interruptions. The magnet is wound with square section copper tube in 
"pancake" sec tion s , connected in series e lec trica lly  and in parallel for 
water flow. A closed-circuit water circulation unit m aintains the magnet 
within one °C  of the selected temperature . The power supply is
entirely  so lid -s ta te  and provides up to 70 amperes at 60v with fine ad justm ent.
Transient field changes are detected and suppressed by a so l id -s ta te
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tlux s tab il ise r  arid long term drift by the field-frequency locking system 
(FFL) which operates on a deuterium signal provided by a deuteriated 
compound added to the sample . Field control is simplified by the fact 
t h a t , ' i n  normal u se ,  there is no modulation of the magnetic f ie ld .
Current shims are provided for correction of the seven main field 
g rad ien ts , including automatic Y shim for long term resolution s tab il i ty .  
RADIO AND AUDIO FREQUENCY EQUIPMENT [ F i g .5 (a) and (b), F ig .6] .
Probes are provided for proton (5.mm), carbon-13 (10 mm), and 
tritium (5 mm). These are completely pretuned units with an axial coil 
double-tuned for the nucleus concerned and deuterium and a pair of crossed  
co ils  tuned for proton irradiation. The coil region is enclosed in a Dewar 
with provision for a controlled temperature, countercurrent gas  flow, in the 
range -150°C to + 200°C.
The probes clamp to a rigid, cantilevered probe arm which gives 
perfectly reproducible positioning in the magnet. Two RF leads and an 
insulated variable temperature gas supply are led along the probe arm to 
co n nec to rs . The deuterium RF lead is connected d irectly  to a  pu lsed -free-  
precession (PFP) FFL unit in the console [ F i g .5 (b) upper right and lower 
left and F ig .7 ] .
This is a time sharing system , using the same coil a lterna te ly  for 
receiver and transm itter, it incorporates a triangular fie Id-sw eep with 
sweep rate and sweep width contro ls . There are coarse and fine RF 
a ttenua to rs , receiver gain and phase controls, field offset and f i l te r ,  
a s  for an ordinary C-.W. spectrometer. The deuterium spectrum of the 
sample can be displayed on an o sc illo scope , or the signal height indicated 
as  vertica l d isplacem ent of the osc illoscope trac e .
The proton RF carrier frequency of 90 . 02 MHz is generated in the 
console by multiplication and mixing of lower frequencies derived from
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Fig . 5 (b ) .
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crystal OSCiLiators. m is  irequency is dmpimea ana enuiiea as square 
pulses of controlled length,and up to 50 watts power,by a plug-in pulser 
unit (PU) [ F ig .5 (a) bottom cen tre]. The carbon-13 and tritium PU's 
generate their appropriate frequencies of 22 .63 and 96.03 MHz by mixing 
of and addition to the proton frequencies. Pulse lengths of from 0 .5  to 
50 ps are set on the "TRANSMITTER FOURIER" control adjacent to the PU.
A digita l "FREQUENCY OFFSET" of up to 14 kHz (in 10 Hz steps) can be 
added to the carrier frequency before am plification. All th ese  frequencies , 
including the deuterium frequency, are locked to a 5 MHz m as te r  clock 
by sampling synchronisation. While their  absolute  va lues may vary 
from time to tim e, each is absolutely  stable relative to the magnetic f ie ld .
The transm itter pulse , triggered by the appropriate control s igna l, is 
applied to the probe, via a T junction on the probe arm.
The free induction decay (FID) signal from the sample returns to the 
T junction and is applied there to a low -noise , high sen s it iv i ty ,  FET, 
plug-in pre-amplifier and a 6.1 MHz intermediate frequency am plifier.
Gain is controlled by a "RECEIVER FOURIER" control , ad jacen t to the PU . 
Finally a difference frequency from the original pulse frequency is passed 
through a high cu t-off , four pole Butterworth filter, ad justab le  for 
frequency range by a "FILTER" control, mounted next to the recorder, 
to the left of the console tab le .
Three pulse modes can be selected by push buttons ad jacen t to the PU.
The "SINGLE PULSE GENERATOR" (SPG) causes  operation a s  described  a b o v e . 
"PHASE ALTERNATED PULSE SEQUENCE" (PAPS), which is more commonly used , 
cau ses  the phase of the RF transmitter to be inverted every two pulses 
[ F i g . 8] and the computer polarity to be inverted correspondingly. This 
pulse mode not only suppresses coherent noise during long term signal
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averaging /  but a lso  reduces phase errors due to "echo formation" 
(REPETITION RATE ^ l / l ^ )  and , in consequence, slightly  improves 
s ig n a l- to -n o ise  ratio (S /N ). "MULTI PULSE GENERATOR" (MPG) 
ac tiv a tes  a plug-in unit [ F ig .5 (a) upper left ] for tw o-pulse  T^ m easure­
ment or water eliminated Fourier transform (WEFT) operation.
A second plug-in position [F ig .5 (a) upper right] provides fac il i t ie s  
for continuous wave (CW) proton decoupling, "proton-noise" decoupling 
(MOD), "gated" and "off resonance" decoupling . A frequency counter 
is built into the console [ F i g .5 (b) lower centre ] so that these  decoupling 
frequencies (which are not locked) can be monitored. (It can a lso  be 
used to observe the other instrument frequencies , with a lit t le  c ro ss -  
connecting.)
DATA HANDLING EQUIPMENT AND PERIPHERALS [F ig . 5 (c) ].
The FID signa l,  after mixing and filtering, contains audio-frequency 
components corresponding to the shifts and coupling constan ts  of a ll  the 
lines in the frequency domain spectrum, relative to the pulse frequency. 
This signal is applied to a 9 BIT AD/DA converter and, sampled at a 
suitable rate (see introduction), is fed into success ive  ad d resses  in the 
BNC-12 computer s to re . The maximum sampling rate is 100 kHz, 
permitting a frequency range of up to 50 kHz.
8K addresses  of 20 BITS are available for data storage in th is  model 
of the instrument. 4K addresses  are provided to store the operating 
programme. The processor, with a 1.76 jis-cycle tim e, can be controlled 
manually for programme checking e tc .  and a switch reg is te r  is provided, 
with which.the contents of the accumulator and the programme counter 
can be altered [F ig .5 ( c ) ] . A se t of memory allocation buttons, a 
"VERTICAL DISPLAY SCALE" knob, a decimal counter and three indicator
ac t or indicate only a s  provided for in the software. Therefore they can 
have functions other than the nominal ones if the FTNMR programme is 
substitu ted by another.
In normal u s e ,  the memory allocation buttons and VDS knob control 
the d isp lay  of the computer memory on the oscilloscope [ F i g .5 (b) upper 
middle] . In the d isp lay  mode the red indicator on the computer is 
illum inated .
The 8 x 10 cm osc illo scope , apart from the usual picture con tro ls , is 
affected by the three "Y DISPLAY" buttons [Fig. 5 (b) top upper left] .
These can be se t  to "LOCK"/When the deuterium field sweep or DC lock 
level will be d isp layed , to "SIGNAL" (SIG),when the receiver amplifier 
output will be displayed,and to "COMPUTER" (COMP),when that section 
of the computer store specified by the memory allocation buttons will 
be displayed (always providing that the FTNMR programme is in and 
running).
W hichever section of the memory is displayed on the osc illo scope  
can be plotted on the digita l recorder. This has a 12 BIT address reg is te r  
giving 8K steps along the 60 cm X a x is .  The Y axis is 30 cm. The 
recorder is of the flatbed type . Plotting is only possible via the computer 
plot routine. This produces a constant velocity  plot, giving a smooth 
output independent of the number of addresses  in the d isp lay . The d isp lay  
may a lso  be integrated and observed on the osc illoscope or the recorder.
Programmes are fed into the computer and control exercised  over them 
by the te le ty p e . This comprises four func tions , keyboard, paper tape 
reader , paper tape punch and printer. These functions are each connected 
to the computer but not to each o ther. The effect of striking a key or
reading paper tape will depend on the correct programme being in and 
running. In normal use tw o-le tte r  commands and o n e -le t te r  sub-commands 
are struck . The computer recognises these  (or re jec ts  them as  illegal) and 
in itia tes  appropriate action . The printer may or may not echo the command 
or print out va lues of experimental parameters [Table 1] .
The p u lse rs , the m ultipulser, the homo-decoupler e t c . a ll  require 
enabling signals from the computer to switch them on and control their 
operation. The computer can be used independently of the NMR spectrom eter, 
but the spectrometer is d isabled  without the computer .
The software for the system must be considered as  part of the 
spectrometer, s ince , a s  indicated above, the system depends entirely  
on the computer programme to interpret and implement the commands 
given on the teletype and thus to se t  up the various spectrom eter o p e ra t io n s . 
The output from the spectrometer, l ikew ise , can neither be observed, 
stored nor interpreted without the appropriate routines running in the 
computer. The programme currently being used to operate th is  spectrometer 
is designated BNC -  12 1972 FTNMR REVISION 1.
Fac ili ties  included are indicated in the command lis t  [Table 1] .
Programmes are also  available for T^ measurement and NMR simulation 
with a ll normal programming a id s ,  standard subroutines e tc .
Table 1.
BNC -  12 COMPUTER 
COMMANDS FOR FT-NMR 1972 , REVISION I
T -
Measure
SW -  Set sweep width in Hz, dwell time is automatically se t  to 
neares t  1 j i s .
DW -  Set dwell time in (is .
DE - Set delay time in jos.
ZE - Zero the d isplayed data a r e a .
AR - Auto-recur (internal sweep tr igger).
PT -  Positive trigger (external sweep tr igger) .
NT -  Negative trigger ( " " " ) .
IA -  Internal address advance.
XA - External address advance.
NS - Number of sweeps to be com pleted.
GO -  Begin m easuring . Stop by typing return or new command . 
D isplay
VI -  View input.
VM - View memory.
CO -  Continuous d isp lay .
Filter
TO Enter time constant for exponential m ultiplication.
EM -  Correct baseline  and multiply exponent ia I Ly.
T1 -  Enter first trapezoidal a d d re s s .
T2 - Enter second trapezoidal a d d re s s .
TR -  Correct baseline  and multiply FID by fraction between 0 and 1 .0
for’addresses  between 0 and T l ,  and a fraction between 1 .0  and
0 for addresses  between T2 and the Last data point .
Fourier Transformation 
BC -  Baseline correction.
FT -  Correct baseline  and Fourier Transform displayed d a t a . 
Phase correction
PA Enter zero order phase correction constan t.
PB -  Enter f irst order phase correction constan t.
PC -  Perform manual phase correction on data  last transformed
using PA and PB.
TP -  Type out to ta l phase correction performed since las t  FT.
Peak printout
SF - Enter spectrometer frequency in MHz.
PP -  Print out all peaks in displayed region.
Cursor d isp lay  and region se lec tion .
CU -  D isplay cursor at entered a d d re ss .
Enter number and follow with re tu rn .
L - left one point.
R -  right one po in t.
ML -  move left. '
MR -  move right.
S -  stop moving .
Return -  exit to normal d isp lay .
A -  ass ig n  a frequency to that add ress .
FI -  Enter one frequency lim it.
F2 -  Enter second frequency limit.
IR -  Intensify  specified reg io n .
X -  expand to full d isp lay .
C -  recontract d isp lay .
P - plot out intensified region.
L -  lis t  peaks in that reg ion .
Return -  return to normal d isp lay .
Data manipulation
AC Add constan t.
U -  up (add) one s tep .
D - down (subtract) one s tep .
Return -  execute add it ion /sub tract ion and return to normal d isp lay . 
ID -  Integrate d isp lay .
U -  integral slope more p o s i t iv e .
D -  integral slope more n e g a tiv e .
Height controlled by Vertical D isplay Switch.
DC “ Enter Data Transfer multiplier constan t.
DT -  Data transfer.
F: -  from, se t  block selection buttons and type re tu rn .
T : -  to , se t block selection buttons and type re tu rn .
MV -  Move d a t a . •
F: -  from, se t block selection buttons and type re tu rn .
T: -  to , se t  block selection buttons and type re tu rn .
Output
PL -  Plot d a ta . Type return and
F -  to plot fas te r ,
S -  to plot slower.
Automation
LI ~ Link together up to 16 commands, followed by two returns .
AU -  Execute linked l is t .
CHAPTER TWO
FTNMR OPERATING TECHNIQUES
INTRODUCTION
The normal procedures for operating CW spectrometers and the 
considera tions involved in optimising reso lu tion , sensit iv i ty ,  integral 
accuracy e tc .  have been well covered in the literature and in the
n  21
manufacturers handbooks L ' J . The background theory of FT
[ 3 4 ]
operation has attracted much more attention more recently  L ' , but
 ^there has not yet been the opportunity to build up a background of 
practical operating experience with such equipment, most of which, 
to d a te ,  has been experimental in nature and more the province of the 
electronic engineer than the ch em is t/sp ec tro sco p is t .
Such experience as  has been built up has been almost exclusively  
in carbon-13 operation. For such studies the time advantage of FTNMR 
in accumulation is so great as  to make "routine" C - l 3 spectroscopy 
po ss ib le , whereas previously, on CW spectrometers/a single C - l 3 
spectrum was a long term operation. The FT equipments th a t  have been 
available  to chem ists have therefore not been used for any work that 
could be done by methods other than FT. C-13 spectra are very different 
from proton spectra in many practical r e s p e c ts .  The spectra  commonly 
fall in a range of 200 ppm rather than 10 ppm, resolution is le s s  c r i t ic a l ,  
sensit iv ity  is a ll-im portant and the techniques used to achieve it preclude 
quantitative measurement except in special c a se s  .
When it became necessa ry  to undertake the d ay -to -d ay  running of 
routine proton spectra on an FT instrument enquiries were made about
operating conditions for such work, but no information was forthcoming; 
nor had the manufacturers had time to compile a handbook for the 
instrument. Pressure of work made an organised programme of study 
impossible, so spectra were run on a tr ia l  and error b a s is  and some 
very odd resu lts  were at first ob tained . However,a standard operating 
procedure has now been evolved, giving spectra comparable in every 
way with routine CW work (only at rather lower concentrations) and the 
reasons for the early anomalous resu lts  have been e lu c ida ted . Variations 
in technique and equipment for C-13 and tritium work on the WH -  90 
have a lso  been worked out.
ROUTINE PROTON OPERATION
Assuming the WH -  90 spectrometer to be switched on, with the 
proton probe, pulse unit, preamplifier and pulsed homodecoupler 
plugged in and the FTNMR programme inserted in the computer, the first 
step  (normally only necessa ry  after a power interruption) is to insert a 
D2O sample into the probe , se lec t "LOCK" on the Y d isp lay  and , with 
the oscilloscope se t to its w idest field sw eep, locate the deuterium 
signals using the manual field control on the magnet power supply .
Only two large signals are normally seen (with RF power and signal 
amplitude set high), these  are the first upper and lower sidebands 
produced by the PFP sequence. (If the carrier band is v is ib le  then 
steps must be taken to suppress i t.)  The first upper sideband i s ,  
more or le s s ,  centred on the o sc illo scope , the sweep amplitude is 
reduced to minimum and the flux s tab il ise r  button is d e p re ssed .  U n less  
the power supply is interrupted, the deuterium signal will now remain 
centred until the flux s tab ilise r  is thrown ou t. Long term drift is 
backed-off with a drift control.
A routine proton sample (say 10 mg) is made up to ~ 0 .5  ml with
a deuteriated solvent (99 .8% CDC10/ 99.5% d c - DMSO, 99 .8% D„0 e t c .) ,
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sufficient TMS (as a reference standard) is added, and the 
solution is pipetted in to a 5 mm NMR tube (WILMAD 507 -  pp).
The exterior of the tube is wiped and it is fitted into a p las tic  spinner 
rotor. The tube position is adjusted  against a marker to put the centre 
of the sample in line with the probe coil and the assem bly inserted into 
the probe and spun by an air turbine.
The deuterium field sweep is adjusted to d isp lay  about 20 ppm of 
the deuterium spectrum and the other controls adjusted  to place a 
good strong deuterium solvent resonance at the centre of the o sc illo scope  . 
At th is  point, if n ecessa ry , the field shims may be se t  up, on sta tionary  
and spinning amplitude and ringing as  for CW instruments, but normally 
a predetermined se t of va lues will have been entered on the shim potentio­
meters and only "Y -  LINEARITY" and "CURVATURE" will be op tim ised .
The "LOCK" button [Fig .5 (b) mid. right, Not Y -  d isp lay ]  is then 
dep ressed , switching the triangular field sweep off, cutting down the RF 
and activating the NMR lock circuitry . The level indicated on the 
osc illoscope now corresponds to the signal height and the m'agnet 
resolution may be further optimised by adjustment Of "Y - LIN" and 
"CURVATURE" shim s.
"DATA PROCESSOR START" is depressed on the computer and the 
teletype switched to "LINE" . If everything is working, se lec tion  of 
"COMP" on the Y-display should show the contents of the da ta  store 
on the osc illoscope (se lec t 8K on the memory allocation bu ttons).
Striking "RETURN" once on the teletype should throw the computer 
out of the d isp lay  mode (RED INDICATOR OFF); striking "RETURN"
again should restore  the computer to d isp lay  mode and cause  the 
teletype to print a full s top . If the last parameters entered are not 
known or not su itab le , they are recalled a s  follows; "SW" struck will 
be echoed on the printer and the existing value of "SWEEP WIDTH"
(that is the upper half of the frequency range) w ill be printed o u t.
This can be accep ted , by striking "RETURN", or a new value may be 
typed in, followed by "RETURN". The computer will now calculate  
the appropriate "DWELL TIME" (see page 5) and th is  should be printed 
out by striking "DW ". Normal proton work is done on a 1200 Hz "sweep 
width" th is  gives a calculated dwell time of 416.66 p s . Since the 
computer can only handle whole numbers of p s ,  417 should be typed 
in, followed by "RETURN". The computer will recalcu la te  the "sweep 
w idth", now 1199.0407 Hz. "SW" may now be struck again , whereupon 
the value 1199.0407 Hz will be printed. This is the actual value of 
"sweep width" being used .
Since the magnetic field is now locked, via the deuterium solvent 
re so n an c e , to the m aster o sc illa to r , the actual position of th is  1200 Hz 
"window" will depend on the pulse frequency. The "FREQUENCY OFFSET" 
control will now be se t to ,  say , 4090 Hz (for CDCl^ under these  conditions) 
giving an actual pulse frequency of 90.020000 plus 0.004090 MHz 
(relative to the master osc illa to r) . At the same time the hardware filter 
should be se t (say to 50 Hz/cm ).
A further important value to be entered via the teletype is the 
"DELAY TIME" (DE). This is the delay between the pulse and the 
commencement of data acqu isition . To allow switching to take place 
and the circuitry to recover, it is normally se t equal to dwell t im e, in
th is  case  417 p s .  "NUMBER OF SWEEPS" (NS) will be se t  to 1 and
the view mode se t  to "VIEW INPUT" (VI). Trigger mode is se t  to
"POSITIVE TRIGGER"(PT) and 4 .0 s entered on the "REP" indicator
on the "GATED DEC/MULTIPULSER" unit . The data store is zeroed
(strike "ZE") and the system is then ready to trigger a single pulse ,
acquire the FID and d isp lay  i t .  Appropriate values for the pulse length •
("TRANSMITTER FOURIER") and receiver gain ("RECEIVER FOURIER")
must be se t on the console: 2 .0  ps and, say , 1 x 10 respec tive ly ,
might be s e t .  The VDS control on the computer is se t  to 12 8 counts
per cm . This represen ts  the d ig itisa tion  per cm .
Striking "GO" w ill,  after a delay of up to 4 .0  s ,  cause  the "PULSE"
light to flash on the pulser unit and the FID to be seen progressing
across  the osc illoscope (8192 x 417 p s ,  tha t is ~ 3 .4  s ,  the number
of add resses  x the dwell t im e). The teletype will then print a full
stop and the computer will revert to d isp lay  mode, with the FID from
the single pulse present in the memory and displayed on the o sc i l lo sc o p e .
The FID should have a good exponential envelope (with or without
v is ib le  fine structure) and should not reach (or even approach) a level
2 cm either side of the horizontal centre line (VDS 12 8). The d ig ita l
9equivalent of 4 cm at th is  VDS setting is 512, which is 2 , th is  being
1 more than the capacity  of the 9 bit AD converter (the capacity  being
0 1 9 3 82 + 2  + 2  + 2  + ......... 2 ) .  This represen ts the limits of the AD
converter and the receiver gain must be adjusted so that the v isu a l  
d isp lay  is not "clipped" at the top or bottom, then the whole of the FID 
passes  to the computer. This is necessa ry  as even one random noise  
spike "clipped" can cause signal distortion when Fourier transformed [F ig .9] .
F ig . 9 (a)
‘I
"Clipped" FID. A/D Converter overloaded .
F ig . 9 (b)
Part of "Single Line" transformed spectrum from "Clipped" FID.
If the shape is bad the number of pulses (NS) can be se t to 0 (pulse 
until "RETURN" struck) and the shims adjusted as  if the recurring FID 
was a CW "b ea t” s igna l.
Setting up having been concluded, "NS" is struck and the number 
o f p u lse s ,  say  16 or more, is typed, followed by "ZE" and then "GO". 
The first three FIDs will be observed to be of decreasing  s iz e ,  whilst 
the fourth and subsequent ones will have reached a s teady s ta te  (see 
later). After the specified number of pulses have been indicated on 
the decimal counter, a full stop will be printed and the computer will 
revert to d isp lay  m ode. The VDS will have to be turned up to bring 
the accumulated FID back on sc a le ,  if it is wished to inspect i t .  It 
is not usually  n ecessa ry  to f ilter proton spectra at th is  point and "FT" 
may be struck . The computer will take some 17 or 18 seconds of 
calculation (yellow indicator lit) before displaying two 4K spectra ,
90° out of phase with each o ther.
Ideally  the "real" spectrum, 4K in length for an 8K transform , is 
pure absorption mode, i . e .  0° phase error, but in fact two forms of 
phase error are encountered. The detector hardware introduces a 
frequency-independent zero order term , familiar from CW work, but 
a frequency-dependent first order term a lso  appears . The hardware 
f i lte r ,  used to prevent high frequency noise "folding" down into the 
observed frequency range, introduces a fairly constant first order phase 
shift of-180°. A second source of first order phase shift is the de lay  
time inserted between pulse and acqu isition . A shift of + 180° is 
generated for each dwell time of de lay . (The signs are those  of the 
necessa ry  correction).
Fig .  10 (a) Phase Errors.
Zero order phase error. Distortion of same 
sign and magnitude at a ll po in ts .
Fig. 10 (b)
First order phase error. Distortion varies 
in sign and magnitude across spectrum.
Zero order phase error is constant across  the spectrum, a + 90° 
phase error gives d ispersion  mode peaks, a + 180° phase error g ives 
inverted absorption mode peaks, a + 270° ( -  90°) phase error gives 
d ispersion  mode peaks, in the opposite sense  to those  produced by 
a + 90° error, and a + 360° phase error returns the peaks to absorption 
m ode.
F irst order phase error varies across the frequency range of the 
spectrum . A + 90° phase error resu lts  in peaks at the high field end 
of the spectrum being displayed in dispersion mode, while peaks 
further downfield d isp lay  proportionately le ss  error, until those  at 
extreme low field are undisturbed in absorption mode. A 360° first 
order phase error will cause high field peaks to be d isplayed in 
absorption mode, while those downfield show a proportionate error 
that ro ta tes right through 360° until those at extreme low field are 
again in absorption mode. Errors of 0° + 360° and -  360° are not 
identical in effect,and first order errors,of greater than 360° are not 
identical in effect with errors 360° smaller [F ig .10] .
These errors are corrected by convolving all points in the "real" 
and "imaginary" spectra  with a cosine and sine w ave. *
Instructions "PA" (set zero order correction), "PB" (set f irs t order 
correction) and "PC" (PHASE CORRECT) are u sed .  Normally the gross 
first order error is first corrected. (Strike "PB", type, say  + 1 3 0 ,  
strike "PA", type 0, strike "PC" and wait for a full stop to be printed, 
indicating completion.)
The remaining zero and first order errors are corrected by u tilising  
the relationship  "PA" (zero order correction) = -  n% "PB" (first order 
correction) where n%  represents the d is tan ce ,  up field from the pulse
point, of a peak in perfect absorption m ode. A suitable Isolated 
down field peak is se lec ted  (say residual CHCl^ in a CDCl^ solution) 
and zero order correction is applied until it is of sa tis fac to ry  appearance. 
Its position is noted, say 41% of the to ta l "sweep width" from the 
pulse point. If the TMS peak, for instance , appears to need some 
+ 40° phase correction, then the relationship  can be se t  up a s ; -  "PB"
+ 10°, "PA" -  4 .1 °  or some simple multiple thereof. Each time "PC" 
is struck the TMS peak will change phase, as will all the other peaks, 
except the one selected  for initial correction; when TMS m atches the 
CHClg peak,all the other peaks should a lso  be in absorption m ode. 
Ideally , one can determine, by inspection, the exact va lues  of "PA" 
and "PB" to enter to make the full correction in one shot, bu t, in 
p rac tice , it is quicker to approach the correction in small s te p s .
At th is point the lower 4K of the data store will d isp lay  an absorption 
mode spectrum with TMS a little down field from the top end . The 
s ize  can be a lte red , by factors of two, with the VDS control,but may 
not give a convenient full scale  amplitude to the ta l le s t  peak. The 
base  line will probably not coincide with the horizontal centreline of 
the d isp lay  and may exhibit a gradient, or several g rad ien ts . The 
f irs t s tep  in preparing for plotting is to align the pulse point (address 
number one) with the horizontal cen tre line . The upper 4K of store is 
se lec ted  ("imaginary" spectrum) and "ZE" is struck. This zeroes the 
spectrum and d isp lays the horizontal zero line ( h e .  the base  line).
If .it does not coincide with the indicated horizontal centre line of the 
d isp lay  the osc illoscope  controls are ad jus ted . The lower 4K is 
redisplayed and the spectrum moved bodily up or down until the left
hand end, at le a s t ,  is on the horizontal centre l in e . (Strike "AC"
(ADD CONSTANT) and strike "U" (UP) or "D" (DOWN) until the position 
is sa tis fac to ry , then strike "RETURN".)
If the base  line is not unsightly , or so distorted a s  to affect the 
integral (see later), no adjustment need be made for grad ien t. If 
the baseline  dev ia tes  seriously  from the horizontal, then a correction 
must be applied to obtain a distortion free spectrum. An inspection is 
made by "blinking" the upper and lower halves of the data  store on the 
osc illoscope (by repeatedly  touching the 4K memory a llocation button).
The upper 4K represen ts  the ideal baseline  w hilst the lower 4K d isp lays 
the actual sta te  of a ffa irs .  To correct any baseline  error, it is only 
necessa ry  to construct an equivalent curve in the upper store and 
subtract i t .  In prac tice, most baseline  error can be trea ted  as  a 
series of plane grad ien ts , so a wedge is constructed in the upper store and 
subtracted su ccess ive ly , in different proportions, from different parts 
of the d isp lay .
The "TRAPEZOIDAL MULTIPLY" instruction (TR), with its  su b ­
instructions "Tl" and "T2" can be used to construct angled figures, 
but contains a "BASELINE CORRECT" subroutine. This, when applied 
to an FID, centres it about the zero line before further action; however, 
when th is  correction is applied to a horizontally assym etrica l figure, 
it usually  destroys it a ltogether, leaving nothing for the res t  of the 
instruction to work on . This subroutine could be removed e a s i ly  
enough, but would not then be available for its original purpose. In 
order to circumvent this effect,the instruction "AC" is used to dep ress  
the baseline  of the upper 4K of store well below the centre line .
8K d isp lay  is now se lec te d ,  starting at 4K. Since the upper 4K here 
is 1 illegaI memory" ( i . e . non-ex is ten t) , the "ILLEGAL MEMORY" light 
will f lash  on the computer, and the d isp lay  will show a s tep  function, 
broken at the midpoint . The "TR" instruction operates on the d isp lay  
regard less  of its " lega li ty" . The baseline  correction routine has the 
effect of reducing the s tep  to half its s iz e ,  but does not destroy  it .
"Tl" is se t to 4096, "T2" to 8192 and "TR" is struck, This routine 
now multiplies address 0 by zero and address 4096 by unity with 
linearly extrapolatedm ultiples betw een. The effect is to produce a 
wedge shape in the upper 4K of data s to re . (Various o ther figures 
can be produced by manipulation of the standard instructions or by 
writing specia l rou tines, but a simple wedge can be used to correct 
most baseline  d is to rtion .)  The instructions "DC" (DATA CONSTANT) 
and "DT" (DATA TRANSFER)'are used to define the proportion of the 
wedge to be added or subtracted and to initiate the operation . Normally 
the wedge is matched to the spectrum at the pulse point and a first 
correction applied to level the curve as  far a s  its shape a llo w s . The 
wedge is then shifted right (see later),to the point where the first 
correction has failed,and reapplied e tc .  Sometimes the four IK memory 
allocation sections can be used instead of the shift instruction .
The next s tep  in conditioning the spectrum is to align the TMS line 
(or its calculated position) with the end of the d isp lay  g ra t icu le .  The 
instruction "CU" (CURSOR) in tensifies the d isp lay  at the address  typed 
after the instruction. (Strike "CU", the previous address is printed, 
type the new a d d re s s , or not,and strike "RETURN".) The cursor is 
placed on a likely add ress ,  say 3980 and the sub-instruc tions "ML",
"MR", "L", "R" and "S" used to position the spot at the top of the 
TMS peak. (MOVE LEFT, MOVE RIGHT, LEFT ONE, RIGHT ONE and 
STOP.) "RETURN" is struck to restore the original d isp lay , followed 
by "SH" (SHIFT RIGHT) . This moves the cursor position to the right 
hand end of the sca le  and infills with zeros on the left, thus the d isp lay  
now term inates on the TMS frequency.
The spectrum may now be scaled , if the size cannot conveniently 
be se t  by the VDS control, to bring some suitable peak to full s c a le .  
Instructions "DC" and "DT" are again u sed , but fractions of the 4K 
d isp lay  are added to i tse lf ,  instead of being added to a different 
section of d isp lay  as previously. Finally instruction "AC" is used 
to lift the spectrum slightly  above the centre l ine , to ensure tha t no 
peak is cut into by the lower integration limit.
The plot routine is initiated by striking "PL" and depressing  the 
"POWER" and "HOLD" buttons to the right of the recorder bed . The 
pen will now indicate the position of the left hand bit of the current 
d isp lay  . The recorder X and Y shift knobs are used to se t  the pen 
suitably  at the left hand end of the chart g ra ticu le . The "PEN" 
button is depressed and "RETURN" struck. This in itia tes  the plot, 
sub-instruc tions "F" and "S" (FAST and SLOW) increase or decrease  
the speed . The plot routine uses a constant 8192 add resses  on the 
chart to extrapolate b e s t  lines between the actual points of the d isp lay  . 
The resu lt is a constant pen velocity , regardless of d irec tion . When 
the plot is complete "RETURN" is struck to restore normal d isp lay .
"ID" (INTEGRAL DISPLAY) produces a calculated Integral s tep  
function, sca led , more or le s s ,  to the maximum VDS se ttin g . This
may be levelled by striking "U" or "D" (UP or DOWN) and plotted 
by striking "P" and proceeding a s  before. The programme ignores 
any signal below the centre zero line .
Finally the sample number, nuc leus, frequency, refe rence , repetition  
tim e, scale  factor and number of pulses are noted on the chart .  If 
more accurate va lues for shifts  and coupling constants  are required 
than can be obtained by inspection of the chart, the cursor is se t  to 
ad ress  4096, which corresponds to the centre of the TMS line , and 
"A" (ASSIGN FREQUENCY) is struck. The computer prints "A =" and 
zero is typed. "RETURN" is struck followed by "SF" (SPECTRUM 
FREQUENCY), the figure entered will be the basic  pulse frequency, 
say 90.02 MHz, plus the TMS offset frequency, say 2923 Hz, four 
decimal places only may be entered in MHz, say 90 .0229 . When "PP" 
(PEAK PRINT) is struck,the computer will print the store ad d re sses  of 
the peaks in the d isp lay , the shifts in Hz from TMS, the sh ifts  in ppm 
and a very crude value for rela tive  a re a s .  The shifts rela tive  to TMS 
cannot be more precise than + the definition (Hz per b i t ) , a s  th is  
represen ts  the sum of the uncertain ties in the position of the TMS peak 
and the peak being considered (+ half an address in each c a se ) .  For 
routine proton work, as  described , th is  represen ts  + 0.29 Hz or 
+ 0 .003 ppm .
Offset frequencies (relative to the basic  osc illa to r frequency) are 
required for decoupling and for hetero-referencing (see la ter). These 
may be obtained by setting the cursor on address 1 (the pulse point) 
and assigning the pulse offset frequency. The offset frequency of TMS, 
or any other point,can then be obtained by cursor sub-instruc tion  or from 
the "PEAK PRINT" routine. (If "SF" is se t  to zero, the ppm print-out
is om itted .) These o f f s e ts , added to the basic  pulser frequency/ 
give absolute  frequencies at the current value of the field streng th .
(This, it will be no ted , is a lso  tied to the m aster osc illa to r  v ia  the 
deuterium lock frequency.)
Expansions can be obtained between given frequency lim its , by 
placing the cursor on the required limits and striking "FI" and "F2" 
re sp ec tiv e ly . These limits can also be ass ign ed , independently 
of the cursor, by striking "FI " e tc .  and typing in the appropriate 
frequency, followed by "RETURN". The expansion will not be calibrated  
with respec t to the chart un less its length represents an exact binary 
fraction of the "sweep w id th " . The definition remains co n s tan t ,  though 
the plot routine s t i ll  extrapolates over its full 8K a d d re s se s .  Expansions 
to half and quarter sca le s  can also  be made d irec tly , using the "memory 
allocation" buttons.
ADDITIONAL TECHNIQUES.
Variable temperature studies may be conducted without d iff icu lty .
A liquid-nitrogen heat exchanger and a heating element allow nitrogen
gas from a cylinder to be passed in counter-current fashion round the
' o osample, a t any temperature between -  120 C and + 200 C . Control
feed-back  is provided by a thermocouple junction immediately below
the sam ple. An extractor duct is fitted between the probe Dewar and
the spinner housing to remove spent gas and prevent frosting or heating
of the spinner assem bly . (For low temperature work it is b e s t  to bleed
spent nitrogen from the extractor pump to power the spinner, or ice
can be formed where the two gas flows m eet.)  The liquid nitrogen
Dewar is kept at a constant level by a topping-up d ev ice .
F ig .11 (a) .Pulsed homonuclear decoupling
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Fig . 11 (b).
Quartet decoupled from tr ip le t .
(Note no "Zero Beat" at decoupling point.)
Homonuclear decoupling requires rather more sophisticated  
techniques than are used in continuous wave work. The Pulsed 
Homonuclear Decoupler operates in a time sharing mode via  a se t  of 
Orthogonal crossed  coils  on the probe. The decoupler is gated off 
during the pulse and at a ll times when the receiver is on . It is gated on 
for a proportion of each dwell time during the acquisition period and the 
rece iver is gated off [F ig .11 (a) ]. The decoupler pulse length is 
varied by a control on the homodecoupler plug-in [F ig . 5 (a) upper 
r ig h t] .  The pulse amplitude also  may be varied .
In practice the spectrum is acquired in the normal mode and inspected . 
Using the fac ili t ie s  described above, the offset frequency of the desired  
irradiation point is determined and se t up on the homodecoupler con tro ls . 
The decoupler pulse length is se t to a minimum and the pulse amplitude 
is increased until a broadening of the spectrum is observed (a contraction 
of the FID). The pulse amplitude is then decreased  slightly  and the 
pulse length increased until the desired  decoupling effect is obtained 
[F ig . 11 (b) ].
SELECTION OF OPERATING PARAMETERS
A single pulse , of suitable length and amplitude, applied to a 
sp in-system  at thermal equilibrium so that only one type of nucleus 
is excited , produces a free induction decay , the Fourier transform of 
which, carried to infinite time, should be equivalent, in line position, 
shape and amplitude, to the corresponding CW spectrum. If the FID 
is truncated at some point in time, then the lines produced will no 
longer be Lorentzian and some of the area will be distributed as  "wings" 
on either side of each line . (Effectively the spectrum is multiplied by 
a function of the form sin ooT/coT, the Fourier transform of a square w ave.)  
If the  populations of the energy levels in the spin system do not exhibit 
the appropriate Boltzmann distribution, then intensity anomalies will 
be encountered. For a success fu l,  repetitive pulse, proton experiment, 
these  effects must be minimised.
With a group of nuclear magnetic resonances in a proton spectrum, 
for a given "truncation t im e " , the proportion of the area of each  peak 
appearing as"wings"will depend on their various effective transverse  
relaxation times (Tg)* For a given length of FID, a sharp peak with a 
long relaxation time will show a greater distortion than a broad peak 
with a short relaxation time [F ig .12 ].
The use  of an exponential filter function, to improve signal to 
noise ra tio , depends on the se lective  suppression of the low -signal 
end of the FID. This operation would seem to entail a grea ter loss  of 
signal for sharp peaks than for broad o n es .  The use of a trapezoidal
Fig .  12 . Truncation Effects .
(a) Truncated FID
1/ 1/
(b) Effect of transforming the truncated FID of a sharp line
function to suppress initial spikes due to pulse break-through will 
have more effect on broad p eak s , a s  more of their area is concentrated 
in the  top end of the FID. The delay time in the data acquisition  
sequence will a lso  diminish broad peaks relative to sharp o n e s .
(This may be done d e lib e ra te ly . e .g . Solvent suppression in liquid 
crysta l spectra.)
The non-equilibrium situation arising during a repetitive pulse 
experiment a lso  produces intensity  anomalies dependent on sp in- 
la ttice  relaxation time (T^). If a nucleus has not returned to 
equilibrium after the first pulse, then subsequent pulses must produce 
a smaller s igna l,  after three or four pulses a s tead y -s ta te  is reached , 
with the s ize  of each signal dependent on its relaxation time (T^)
(Signal power has been shown to depend on ACQUISITION TIM E/21^.
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This is the b asis  of a method for T^ determinations L -L) Under 
other c ircum stances, phase and intensity anomalies occur due to sp in -  
echo formation [F ig .8 ] .
In C-13 spectroscopy the emphasis is almost entirely on sen s i t iv i ty ,  
and little  attempt has been made to do quantitative estim ations; the 
Overhauser enhancement effect of proton noise-decoupling makes th is  
complicated anyway. For proton work, where an accurate  determination 
of relative ' peak areas is usually  required, it is n ecessa ry  to se lec t  
conditions that will minimise the effects described above.
The initial proton spectra recorded on the WH -  90 were se t  
up by tr ia l  and error. The "sweep width" was determined by the 
calibration of the chart paper in use and th is ,  in turn, defined the 
dwell tim e. At first the full data store of 8192 words was used for the
FID, for maximum resolution and defin ition . The repetition rate w as 
determined by the store length (3.4 s for a 1200 Hz range), the programme 
running in the "auto-recur" mode with no "external" de lay  after the 
acquisition period. Delay time was se t equal to dwell time and the 
pulse length was th a t  which gave the b iggest s te ad y -s ta te  FID .
(2.0 ps for th is  instrument, i . e . about 70° flip a n g l e .) A light 
exponential filter function was applied a s  a matter of course , following 
C-13 practice. No attempt was made to correct base  line level or 
g rad ien t .
Under these  conditions, quite acceptable  absorption mode spectra  
were plotted ou t . No signs of line distortion due to "truncation" 
were apparent to the eye and the integrals were almost good enough 
■ for routine work, but some of them were significantly in error and 
none of them were rea lly  accura te . The programme control of integral 
gradient seemed much too coarse .
When more .dilute solutions were examined and longer accumulations 
a ttem pted, experiments were made with much shorter acquisition  periods, 
using 4K, 2K or even IK of store for the FID, in order to speed up 
repetition; in-filling with zeros before the transformation w as performed 
(it was not properly understood that th is  practice could only restore  
definition; not resolution). The IK and 2K runs, with repetition ra te s  
of le ss  than 1 s showed "textbook" examples of "winged" peaks [F ig .  12 ]. 
Heavy exponential filtering removed th is  effect, but the integrals were 
u se le s s
The "truncation" effect was not usua lly  observable in spectra  
acquired into 4K (1.7 s) and extremely rarely in 8K acqu isitions (the
FID having become indistinguishable from the base  line at the end of 
th is  time) . Proton spectra were, therefore, no longer acquired into 
le ss  than 8K of store un less  longer dwell times were being u se d .  Any 
effects  from the exponential filtering were avoided by omitting th is  
s te p .  The s igna l- to -no ise  ratio of the proton FIDs was extremely 
high and the filtering was unnecessary . To ensure that the hardware 
filter was not causing any intensity  distortion near its cu t-off  point, 
it was se t to the 3000 Hz (50 Hz/cm) p o s i t io n /  again without significant 
loss of s ig n a l- to -n o ise  ra tio . It was calculated  tha t the delay  time 
(417 jiS in th is  case) only discarded about 0.001% of a 3 .4 s FID, so 
error introduced here was neglig ib le .
Significant innaccuracy of integrals due to the " s te ad y -s ta te  " 
effect was only observed for protons with extremely long relaxation 
times (T^) e . g . aldehyde protons, but, to give some la titude , the 
programme was run in "positive trigger" mode, with the external 
repetition rate control [ F i g .5 (a) top left ] set to 4 .0  s .  This seemed 
to solve the problem for all routine w ork . The "Phase Alternating 
Pulse Sequence" used in the WH -  90 [F ig .8] seemed to eliminate 
the spin-echo effect.
Finally the careful positioning of the corrected, horizontal b a se l in e ,  
ju s t  above the centre zero line of the d isp lay , was adopted to minimise 
the gradient correction on the integral, while ensuring that a ll  the 
area of each peak was registered by the programme. The programme 
itse lf  was modified slightly to  enable the gradient adjustm ents to be 
made in smaller increments. It should be noted th a t ,  in g enera l,  once
the maximum acceptable  repetition rate has been determined by
reference to the  demands of resolution (1/ACQUISITION TIME) / any
difficu lties  with relaxation time effects (T  ^ orTg)- should be met by
decreasing  the pulse width and increasing the number of FIDs
accum ulated. If the pulse length is shortened, while maintaining
the same , so that the magnetisation Mq ro tates through an angle
0 <90° then the amplitude of the FID depends on M Sin 0, theo
component of M in the xy plane (for 0 = 90°/ M = M )/ while thexy o
equilibrium along the z ax is  is displaced by.M (1-cos 0) . (For
0 = 90°, displacem ent = M , M = 0.) For small 0, sin 0 »  (1-cos 0),
0 2
therefore the smaller signal consequent on reduction of flip angle is 
more than offset by the much smaller time required to re -e s ta b l ish
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equilibrium along the z a x is L J . Reducing the repetition ra te ,  whilst 
effectively  eliminating distortion/ must involve a proportion of dead - 
time when no data is being obtained and is less  effic ien t.
CARBON - 13 SPECTROSCOPY
Carbon - 13 work on the WH -  90 was also  approached/ a t f irs t /  
empirically rather than theore tically , there being such pressure of 
work, as  soon as the fac ility  was available/ that l it t le  time could be 
given to experimenting with the operating conditions/ once a se t  was 
found which worked adequately . Spectra were being run overnight 
anyway and the efficiency with which the time was used was not - 
then important. The great ease  with which the instrument could be 
changed from one mode to another/ the pulser, decoupler/ preamplifier 
and probe changed, and the magnet reshimmed in a couple of m inutes.
was remarkable.
The proton noise-decou pier plug-in [F ig . 5 (a) top r ig h t]  was almost 
invariably used during measurement of C-13 spectra , in one mode or 
another, and could d iss ipa te  considerable power in the 10 mm C-13 
sam ples. A flow of cooling air was therefore maintained through the 
variable temperature gas ports throughout these  experim ents. A solution 
of benzene in deuteriobenzene was used as  a standard sample for 
se tting -up . At f irs t ,  samples of 2 -  3 ml in volume, giving a depth 
of 2 -  3 cm in the NMR tube, were thought necessa ry , with a "teflon" 
vortex plug to eliminate the a ir-so lven t interface. Later it was found 
that samples of th is  depth could be spun unplugged and tha t good 
spectra  could be obtained from samples 1 cm in depth -  of ~ 1 .5  ml 
volume with vortex plugs. The standard sample was altered accordingly . 
The resolution was ad justed , while viewing the benzene deuterium 
resonance , and it was found that the shim settings obtained were 
reproducible from day to day, desp ite  probe changing and even 
switching off the m agnet. Similarly, after probe changing, on 
returning to proton mode, a predetermined se t of shim va lues could 
be entered with every expectation of excellent reso lu tion . Such s tab ili ty  
is unheard of in electro-m agnets of older design .
The proton noise-decou pier is less complex than the homonuclear 
dev ice . Crossed coils  are again used to apply the power, but the 
signal coil is tuned to 22 MHz, not 90 MHz and residual 90 MHz noise 
is removed from the receiver line by a low-pass f i l te r .  The decoupler 
operates continuously, the power and noise-band-w idth  being se t on
the plug-in un it.  It was found that a 2 kHz noise band, centred at 
33 50 Hz proton offse t,  covered all normal proton resonances in the 
C-13 sam ples. The modulation in th is  unit is not with random noise 
but with a square w ave, phase-modulation sequence . A continuous 
wave mode is also  available . The effect of decoupling a ll  the proton 
resonances is both to simplify and enhance the C-13 signals  by removing 
the short and long range carbon-proton couplings and a lso  to enhance 
the signals further by taking advantage of the large, positive Nuclear
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OverhauserEnhancement, upto 1 .988 , observed under these  conditions,
for th is  pair of nuc le i.
The calibration of the chart paper provided determined the "sweep 
width" in itially  u s e d , 6000 Hz nominally, about 250 ppm, giving a 
calculated  dwell time of 1/(6000 X 2 Hz) = 83 .33 p s .  Rounding th is  
down to 83 ^ s  gave a working frequency range of 6024.0964 Hz. The 
acquisition time for 8K addresses  at these  se ttings is 0 .68  s .
The pulse length was arbitrarily s e t ,  in itia lly , to 10 ps and , as 
th is  caused a variation in relative peak in tensities  rather too great 
for convenience, the repetition time was increased to 5 s . These 
conditions gave very satisfactory  spectra on overnight runs . Later, 
when more time was availab le , the length of a 90° C-13 pulse on 
the WK - 90 was determined to be -  20 ps, indicating that the 10 ps 
pulse currently in use  gave ~ 45° flip ang le . Much subsequent work 
w a s ,  with advantage, run in auto-recur mode a t 3 ps pulse length,
~ 15° flip a n g le .
No effort is normally made in C-13 work to achieve quantitative  
ra tios of peak areas . The Overhauser enhancement and the relaxation
time (T^) e f fe c t , are used quantitatively to aid the making of a ss ignm en ts . 
The adjustment of pulse length, once the minimum practical repetition  
time has been e s tab lish ed , depends therefore on the degree of varia tion 
in rela tive  peak in tensit ies  acceptable  in the final d isp lay . Obviously 
the s ign a l- to -n o ise  ratio finally achieved will affect th is ,  a s  a peak 
tha t would be clearly  v is ib le  on a clean baseline  will be quite lost 
in the level of noise normally accepted in ordinary C-13 sp ec tra .  It 
was found th a t ,  for routine C-13 s tu d ies ,  the size  varia tion , due 
particularly to relaxation tim e, had to be much less  than in compilation
r 9work, where se lected  compounds are run at extremely high concentra tionsL 
The Off ResonanceCW Decoupling technique^- \  giving reduced 
coupling constan ts , has not been used much, but the Gated N oise- 
Decoupling t e c h n iq u e ^ ^  has been used regularly. The "GATED 
DECOUPLER/MULTIPULSER" plug-in [ F ig .5 (a) top left ]h a s  thumb 
wheel sw itches for setting up repetition tim e, decoupling period and 
acquisition period . The decoupler, in the noise-modulated m ode, is 
gated on for a period of some seconds and then gated off while the pulse 
and acquisition sequence occurs [Fig. 13] . The resu lt is to re ta in  the 
nuclear Overhauser enhancement (which decays as  T^) while removing 
the decoupling effect, which d isappears quickly when the unit ga te s  off. 
Spectra can be obtained much more speedily  than if recorded with no 
enhancement at a ll and the method can also  be reversed to give decoupling, 
without de tectab le  Overhauser e ffec t.  From a pair of such o bserva tions , 
fairly accurate  measurements of Overhauser effect can be obtained .
(The same control unit can also be used to gate homonuclear decoupling, 
taking advantage of the long T  ^ of solvent water in quickly relaxing
[121biological sam ples, for instance ■ J .)
A single FID of a dilute C-13 sample is usually  indistinguishable 
from the baseline  n o ise .  Consequently, the instrument is not usua lly  
se t  to run a particular number of pu lses , but is put into the "CONTINUOUS 
OBSERVATION" mode (strike "CO"). The build-up of the signal can 
then be observed until the s igna l- to -no ise  ratio is deemed sa t is fac to ry .
I '
Since the noise level of the incoming signal is high, particular care
has to be taken to ad just the amplifier gain to keep the maximum noise
amplitude well below the A/D converter lim its, bearing in mind that
one ou tsize  noise sp ike , perhaps twice the mean noise in tensity , can
spoil an otherwise satisfac tory  FID, if it ge ts  "clipped". (Such spikes
can sometimes be removed from the FID before Fourier transformation
by manually addressing the appropriate store location and setting  it to
zero . The spectrum still has a sine wave superimposed upon i t ,  but
the sine wave amplitude is much reduced.)
The high noise level and the lesse r  emphasis on accurate  area ra tios
and high resolution lead to the use of a sharper filter cut off on the
input s ignal, than for proton work. An exponential f i l te r  function is
•applied to the FID before Fourier transformation. When the FID has
reached a suitable s igna l- to -no ise  ra tio , as observed on the o sc i l lo sc o p e ,
"RETURN" is struck . The computer allows the "sweep" to f in ish  and
then halts  . Striking "RETURN" again causes  a full stop to be printed and
returns the computer to the d isp lay  mode. "TC" is struck and an
appropriate "TIME CONSTANT" for the exponential function (typically  -  2
for C-13 work) is typed in, followed by "RETURN". "EM" (EXPONENTIAL
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MULTIPLY) is then struck and the computer ca lcu la tes  the convolution
and d isp lays the "filtered" FID. This FID should now taper down smoothly 
into the baseline  without any noticeable step  at the end. This is 
particularly important if it has been acquired into le ss  than 8K 
a d d re sse s ,  a s ,  at th is  point, the d isp lay  will be expanded to cover 
the full s to re . The baseline  correction routine included in the "EM" 
instruction should have aligned the FID with the centre zero line of the 
store and there should be no significant d iscontinuity  at the junction 
between the acquired FID and the re s t  of the b ase line .
"FT" is now struck and the Fourier transformation of the  full length 
of store currently d isplayed is calculated  . Phase correction and signal 
conditioning follow the same lines as  for proton work and the C-13 TMS 
line , where present, is aligned with the d isp lay  gra ticu le . (TMS 
concentration in C-13 samples has to be considerably higher than for 
proton work. Where th is  is inconvenient, the shift of some known peak 
in the sample may be assigned, a s described earlier .)  Plotting fo llow s, 
a s  for proton work, and the line positions are printed out a s  a m atter of 
c o u rse .
The "PEAK PRINT" routine provides lis tings of store a d d re ss ,  shift 
frequency, shift in ppm and signal area for a ll  peaks in the current 
d isp lay  satisfying certain criteria of s ize  (relative to mean no ise ) , 
sharpness and so forth. The values calculated  for frequency and shift 
depend on the "sweep w idth", entered as  "SW" at the beginning of the 
experiment, and on the frequency assigned to some particular store 
location . Confusion may arise  if the d isp lay  region, when "FT" is 
struck, is not the same as  that displayed when "SW" was s e t ,  the
frequencies being printed as some multiple or fraction of the proper 
v a lu e s .  If th is  happens the d isp lay  can be rese t  to that prevailing 
when "FT" was last struck and "SW" rese t  (to the same value a s  before).
The printout l is ts  C-13 shifts in ppm with four figures to the right 
of the decimal po in t. Under the conditions usually  prevailing, say 
6000 Hz frequency range and 4K d isp lay , the definition of the d isp lay  
is 1 .47 Hz/ADDRESS. Adding the consequent uncerta in ties in the 
positions of the reference and unknown peaks gives an accuracy of 
+ 1.47 Hz or, at 22 .64 MHz operating frequency, + 0 .0 6  ppm. This 
must be born in mind when comparing C-13 chemical sh if ts .
The areas listed in the printout are not very re liab le , except as 
a guide for spotting baseline  spikes that have registered as  peaks. 
Usually  the baseline  of the d isp lay  is dropped below centre zero to 
cut off the baseline  noise and unwanted minor peaks, thus listing only 
the peaks actually  of in te res t,  under these  conditions the l is t  of a reas  
becomes m eaningless . The-integrate routine can be  used if requ ired , 
but the peaks are usually  so sharp that signal height is a reasonable  
index of signal a rea .
MULTIPLE PULSE FACILITY
The "GATED DECOUPLER/MULTIPULSER" plug-in unit [F ig .5 (a) 
top le f t ] ,  in addition to the timers for gated decoupling, contains 
circuitry  to provide 90° or 180° pulses on computer command. Two 
sw itches on the front panel can each be se t for "90°" "0°" or "180°" 
and a central pulse length control allows the sw itches to be calibrated 
to match any particular pulser un it.  With the programme currently
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ava ilab le , determinations can be made by 180 - t -  90 or 90 -  t  -  90 
pulse sequences [Fig. 14] . With suitably  modified programmes/any 
pulse sequence containing combinations of 90° and 180° p u lse s ,  of 
the same phase, can be generated . The modified Carr-Purcell and 
Carr-Purcell-M eiboom-M cGill type sequences involving phase changes
[3]
would require modified circuitry L J .
CHAPTER THREE
TRITON NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
INTRODUCTION
The use of tritium as  a radioactive tracer in studies of chemical 
and biochemical systems has become widely a c c ep ted . Evans, in
fl3l
a review of the preparation of tritiated compounds^ J em phasises 
the d ifficu lties  involved in preparing specifica lly  labelled compounds 
and the n ecess i ty  for checking the radiochemical purity of tritia ted  
precursors and interm ediates, a s  well a s  that of the final products.
He notes that non-destruc tive , physical methods for doing th is  must
T l4 lbe sought and refers to the work o f  T iers, Brown, Jackson and Lahr 
Tiers and his coworkers reported a high resolution triton nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectrum of s ide-cha in  labelled ethylbenzene at 
~ 1 atom per cent tritium abundance . The spectrum was recorded a t 
a field strength of 0 .88 Tesla on a Varian A-40 spectrometer and the 
sample contained some 10 curies of tritium radioactiv ity  in a 300 pi 
sam ple . The authors pointed out the dangers from pressure developing 
in the sample tube due to se lf radio lysis of the highly radioactive 
compound and emphasised the potential contamination h aza rd s .
Tritium is ,  in many re sp ec ts ,  an ideal nucleus for NMR studies; 
it has  a spin of and its sensitiv ity  to detection at constant field 
is  1 .2 1 , relative to 1.00 for the proton, higher than that of any other 
nucleus ^  -I Its resonance frequency (64.00 MHz a t 1 .4  Tesla) is 
sufficiently  different from that of the proton (60.00 MHz at 1 .4  Tesla) 
for triton-proton coupling to be first order. Proton magnetic resonance
cannot provide a substitu te  for triton resonance (as it can for deuteron 
resonance in the study of deuterium labelled compounds) due to the 
generally  very low isotopic content of tritia ted  compounds. This low 
content is d ictated  partly by c o s t ,  but more importantly by the need 
to minimise se lf - ra d io ly s is .  The advantages of triton NMR (TMR) 
a s  an adjunct to ordinary radiochemical practice are apparen t. Indeed 
it i s ,  potentially , a complete replacement for it in many app lica tion s .
Having estab lished  that a 64 MHz frequency source, probe and 
tuned amplifier could be obtained for the R.10 spectrometer, we 
considered the potential safety problem presented by the handling of 
tritia ted  NMR sam ples. The use of a microcell system offered both 
reduced sample size  and double encapsu lation . 1 curie in 30 pi 
appeared to be n ecessa ry , a marked improvement on T ie rs1 requirement 
of 10 curies in 300 pi. By using a computer of average tran s ien ts  (CAT) 
to 'enhance the s igna l- to -no ise  ratio it was thought that the amount 
of radioactiv ity  required could certainly  by reduced by a further 
factor of 10, or even 100, i . e . to less  than 100 m illicu ries . At these  
levels of radioactiv ity  it was felt that routine TMR should be p rac ticab le . 
When the first radioactive samples had been prepared, it w as found that 
tritiated water could be detected in quantities  as  low as  10 m illicu ries , 
even without accumulation.
The use of the CAT enabled a se ries  of studies of tritium sh ifts  and 
coupling constants to be m a d e ^ ^  and the CAT and sample system s 
were modified in the light of experience. When it became apparent 
tha t,  though the potential of the technique had been sa tis fac to r i ly
es tab lish ed , the instrumentation available had been pushed to its 
lim its, it was agreed to purchase a Fourier transform spectrom eter.
The instrument chosen was a Bruker WH -  90.
After insta lla tion , experimental work was directed towards improving 
resolution and referencing, rather than concentrating on reduction in 
sample s iz e .  After a year 's  work with th is  instrument, it is fe lt  that 
triton NMR has been developed to the point where it can be used as  a 
routine analy tical technique.
PREVIOUS WORK
Low resolution NMR studies involving tritia ted  compounds were 
conducted by Anderson and N o v i c k ^ ^  and Bloch et aj. in 1947
ri 8 1and Duffy L J in 1959. Similar resu lts  were obtained by Huggins 
r i9 iand Sanders in 1965,a s  part of a different project. These workers 
were physic is ts ,  seeking values for the relative magnetic moments 
of the triton and the proton. The experiments were concerned with 
the comparison of the Larmor frequencies of triton and proton NMR 
signals at the same magnetic f ie ld , and invoLved the design and 
construction of special apparatus, determination of operating c o n d it io n s , 
accumulation of many resu lts  and estimation of errors.
Bloch and coworkers, using a quantity of tritiated water (80 atom 
% H -  3) doped with MnSO^ and an operating frequency of 40 MHz, 
estab lished  that the triton had a spin of \  and a moment of the same 
sign as  the proton but approximately 1 .0667 times as g rea t .  Duffy, 
in an elegant study, using far more sophisticated equipment, sought
a higher precision . Using no less  than 200 curies of 20% HTO, in a 
5 mm tube a t 30 MHz, he obtained a value for the ratio of the triton 
and proton Larmor frequencies of 1.06663975(2), a quoted precision 
which has  not, so far, been exceed ed . In order to minimise the risk  
of contamination,a head -space  of wide bore tubing above the sample 
was used, in order to relieve internal pressure,and the t im e-shared , 
s ing le-co il  probe was placed in a sealed box. Spinning was by a 
c losed  c ircuit air turbine, with H -  3 monitoring equipment in the a ir  
l ine . By modifying the output devices^he obtained va lues for H -  3 
and H -  1 relaxation times (T^) of 1.02 and 0.83 seconds resp ec tiv e ly .
He noted th a t ,  at th is  level of precision, the ratio of the Larmor 
frequencies could no longer by equated with the ratio of magnetic 
moments,and proposed a correction for H -  3 and H -  1 screening 
fac to rs .  F inally , in 1965, Huggins and Sanders, while investigating 
a possible variation of magnetogyric ratio with field strength , made 
frequency ratio measurements on 500 curies of tritium in 50 ml of
CuSO. solution.'4
In 1963, Tiers and cow orkers, noting the resu lts  of Anderson and 
Bloch, examined the high resolution NMR spectrum of a tritia ted  
organic compound, using a commercial NMR spectrometer. They 
prepared a sample of e thy l-benzene , containing about 1 atom % tritium 
in the side chain,and sealed 0.3 ml of the liquid, containing about 
10 curies of tr itium , in a standard NMR tube. Using a Varian 40 MHz 
spectrometer a t a reduced field of ~ 0 .88 Tesla they observed two 
first-order m ultip le ts,that were identified as arising from CH^T- and -CHT
groups with triton-proton coupling. They derived coupling co n s tan ts ,  
noted that the shift difference between origins was in good agreement 
with proton resu lts  and used the ratio of a reas to draw inferences about 
the mechanism of their preparative reac tion . In their conclusions 
they pointed out the potential u tility  of the method but emphasised 
the hazards involved in handling 10 curie sam ples.
MICROCELL SYSTEMS
The establishm ent of TMR as a routine method, suitable for an 
Instrument Room rather than a specia lised  radiochemistry laboratory, 
required the use of a sample system containing minimal quantities  
of m ateria l, preferably in sealed cap su le s ,  capable of res is t ing  the 
pressures generated by se lf-rad io lysis  . Microcell sys tem s, based
on the design of Frei and N icklaus, as  modified by Flath et a j . ^ ^ ,  
were commercially available and samples were obtained from the 
Kontes Glass Co. and the Wilmad G lass Co. Both se ts  comprised 
a spherical g lass  cell o f ~ 30 jal capac ity , with a capillary  neck , 
mounted in a 5 mm NMR tube with a "Teflon" chuck. A screwed rod 
was provided with which to manipulate i t .  It was recommended that 
the space above and below the cell,in  the NMR tube, should be filled 
with carbon tetrachloride .
Both makes of cell  proved res is tan t  to mechanical abuse and the 
pressure developed by a 50 curie/m l HTO sample over a period of 
some months . The only breakages experienced were due to assym etric  
sealing of the ce ll  n ecks , such sea ls  tending to snap when forced into
the "Teflon" ce ll  holder.
Of the two system s the Kontes se t was the less  satisfactory; 
the ce ll  necks were too short and they varied in diam eter. It was 
found th a t ,  for the R.10 probe, the bulb needed 10 mm clearance 
from the chuck for acceptable  resolution and the Kontes c e l ls  did not 
have a long enough neck to give th is  c lea rance . In the R.10 probe 
the resolution obtained from both these  c e l l s ,  while adequate , was 
not particularly good and the narrow neck made filling d if f ic u lt .
T 21 1Following the suggestion of LundinL J, it was decided to compare the 
performance of the spherical c e l ls  with that of normal NMR tubes and 
with that of various s izes  of capillary tubes mounted in the Wilmad cell 
holder.
This study was not intended to be particularly rigorous or compre­
hensive , but merely to indicate the most suitable microcell system to 
use with the R.10 spectrom eter. A solution of ethyl benzene, 10% by 
volume in carbon te trachloride , was used as  the te s t  sample,and the 
peak height of the central element of the methyl tr ip le t ,  divided by 
spectrometer "Y sensitivity", was taken as  a measure of "cell sensit iv ity"  
Resolution was estimated by inspection . The comparison w as made 
between a standard NMR tube containing 3 5 mm depth of solution and 
the following microce I Is :-
A 30 pi Wilmad spherical m icrocell.
A 1 .5  mm diameter "melting point" capillary  tube and 
A 2 .7  mm diameter thin wall capillary tube .
100 pi cylindrical m icrocells became available  some time later and
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resu lts  from these  are a lso  l is ted . Spectra were run under standard 
R.10 PMR conditions,with the samples centred in the R .F . coil and 
the shims optim ised. Results are summarised in Tables 2 and 3 .
The figures shown in Table 3 reflect the relative advantages of 
these  c e l l s ,  but the resolutions obtained and, particularly, the concen-
f
trations required must be noted. The concentration permissible in 
tritium work is not usually  limited by the amount of m aterial available  
but by solubility , v isco s i ty  and concentration effects on the spectrum.
The very small ce l ls  were therefore rejected and the spherical c e l ls  
used until the cylindrical lOO pi ce lls  became ava ilab le . These 
cylindrical c e l ls  gave far better resolution than the spherical c e l ls  
and there was good tolerance to a build up of radiolytically  produced 
sediment that could completely degrade spectra from the spherical 
c e l l s .  The cylindrical c e l ls  seemed a s  robust as the spherical c e l ls  
and so were a s  safe to use,although they contained a larger vo lum e.
The loading of tritium samples into these  various microcells, 
and the sea ling,were performed in a radiochemistry laboratory, and the 
samples were returned there , for recovery and r e -u s e ,  after NMR 
examination. The spectrometer probe was sealed at the base  so th a t ,  
in the event of a breakage, the probe could safely  be removed, 
transferred to a polythene bag, sea led , and despatched for decontamination 
without spillage seeping into the magnet. While tritium work was in 
progress the laboratory air was monitored for tritium con ten t, and 
working surfaces were checked at in tervals . No significant increase  
in background radiation level has been detected  in any of the
Laboratories u sed .
INITIAL TMR RESULTS FROM THE R. 10 SPECTROMETER.
The use of Wilmad spherical microbulbs having been decided 
upon (Wilmad-529), a se ries  of eight tr itia ted  samples of 
different specific  activ ity  were obtained , from The Radiochemical 
Centre Ltd . The R.10 spectrometer was se t up for H-3 operation by 
plugging in a 64.02 MHz frequency source and tuned amplifier and 
rebalancing the twin-T bridge on the high sensitiv ity  probe for a null 
in the no-signa l condition. The most active of the HTO sam ples was 
carefully  adjusted to the predetermined optimum height in the NMR tube 
and inserted into the probe. With output and intermediate gain controls 
s e t  high and the RF a t an indicated Level comparable to that used for 
proton s tu d ies ,  the HTO upper sideband signal was located a t more or 
le s s  the same field as  the corresponding (proton) s igna l, indicating 
that the frequency source was se t in the correct ratio with the proton 
frequency. Peak height being the main desideratum at the tim e, a 
fas t  scan (7 H z/s)  and fairly high R.F level were settled  upon.
Samples were available at ac tiv it ie s  of 50, 40, 30, 20, 10, 5, 1, and 
0 .3 curies per m il l i l i tre . (At 100 % isotopic abundance 1 g of T-O
u
has an activ ity  of 2650 cu ries .)  The actual quantities of active  m aterial 
in the 30 jil bulbs therefore fell between 1500 and 10 m ill icu ries . It 
was found th a t ,  for tritia ted  water a t  le a s t ,  observable s igna ls  could 
be obtained from the whole se r ie s ,  down to the 10 millicurie leve l, 
without sensitiv ity  enhancement. Three integrals were run for each
F ig .  15.
40
20
CO
100
NMR Integral (mm)
150
Proportionality between TMR integral (R.10) and isotope 
abundance for HTO.
spectrum and the integral in tensity  plotted against the isotopic 
abundance as  obtained by counting [Fig . 15 ]. Despite  the fact that 
integrals of different samples are not expected to be s tr ic tly  comparable 
(on the R .10), excellen t proportionality was observed . Under the 
conditions used , the TMR signal from tritia ted  water was a singlet 
of ha If-height width 2 .7 Hz a t 33 . 5°C, exchange being sufficiently  
fa s t  to effect triton-proton spin decoupling .
A se t  of operating conditions and, presumably, the centre of the 
tritium chemical shift range,having been e s tab lish ed , a sample of 
sodium ace ta te  -  T, 0.51 molar in aqueous solution a t 3.3% isotopic 
abundance was obtained from The Radiochemical Centre in a sealed 
ce ll  (~ 44 m illicu r ies) . Under similar conditions to the HTO runs, 
a trip le t was observed, some 4 - 5 ppm upfield of the approximate 
position of the HTO signa l. Five spectra were compared and a mean 
value of 15.5  Hz obtained for | J(H,T) | , the equal coupling to the 
two geminal protons of the labelled methyl group. Inspection of the 
PMR spectrum of the same sample revealed a small doublet, alm ost 
buried in the base  of the methyl singlet from the unlabelled m ateria l, 
but with a measurably different (upfield) shift position. The coupling 
constant could a lso  be determined a p p r o x im a te ly ^ ^ .  Up to th is  
point no use  had been made of the CAT .
TMR SPECTRUM ACCUMULATION WITH THE DIGIAC COMPUTER.
The R. 10 spectrometer is not a field-frequency locked instrument 
and success ive  field sweeps will not remain in synchronisation over
any long period, though a few fast scans can be accumulated on a 
computer, without any synchronising procedure, under favourable 
conditions. In normal use a se t  of auxiliary shift con tro ls , interfaced 
to the computer, is used to shift some su itab le , strong peak to the 
beginning of the scan , where its  leading edge, detected  by the 
computer, triggers a sweep of the normal spectrum, a s  positioned by 
the spectrometer field shift contro ls . This trigger peak must be sharp , 
more or less  isolated and clearly  distinguishable  in the unenhanced 
spectrum .
It would have.been very convenient, for TMR purposes , if some 
inert, isotropic material analogous to TMS could have been included 
in each sample to act a s  a combined trigger peak and internal reference, 
but no tritia ted  material of suitable charac teris tics  could be found. We 
concluded that HTO in D£0 solution, was the only practical tr it ia ted  
Internal reference, in view of its effective immunity to radiolytic  decay , 
single t s ignal, and re la tive ly  low vo latili ty  . A d isadvantage  was 
the dependence of shift on temperature and concentration, but th is  was 
not too important a consideration . We reported triton and proton shifts  
of tritia ted  material on a 6 sca le ,in  ppm measured from HTO (at 6 = 0).
It was found, by experiment with the tritia ted  water samples described  
above, that HTO at 5 .0  or 2 .5 curies per m illilitre gave a sa tis fac to ry  
trigger signal for the computer.
The first long accumulation with HTO trigger was performed on a 
solution of uridine-5-T  in ^ O /H T O .  An excellen t downfield doublet 
was obtained, in addition to the HTO peak. This sample was observed
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a t  intervals over several weeks and the process of se lf -rad io ly s is  
s tud ied . Satisfactory operating conditions having been e s ta b l is h e d , 
the se ries  of compounds listed in Table 4 were studied and the resu lts  
published U seable spectra were obtained from organic compounds
in DgO solution at a total radioactiv ity  of a s  low as 8 m il l ic u r ie s .
MODIFICATIONS TO TMR EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUE (R.10)
While the work described was proceeding, an investigation w as 
undertaken into possible modifications to the spectrom eter, the ce ll  
system , the computer interface and the programmes and various 
changes were m ade. The main change was an interface modification 
which enabled the repetition time for accumulated spectra to be 
considerably reduced.
The Accumulate programme consisted  of a main work line and a 
series  of subroutines, which, in order of operation, were (i) a "header" 
routine which cleared or re se t  various operating variables before 
entering the main workline, (ii) a recorder check,which sampled the 
recorder drum/field sweep condition, (iii) a baseline  correction routine, 
with a servo-driven potentiometer instruction, (iv) a recorder s ta r t ,  
when (iii) indicated that a ll was in position, (v) a trigger search , 
which sa t the computer field offset to bring the trigger peak downfield, 
and then monitored the AD output until it reached some level preset 
by the header routine, when the field would be returned to spectrom eter 
control (provided that the trigger peak was sharp th is  point was at a 
fixed position on the sweep, rela tive  to the res t  of the spectrum) and
(v i) , the accumulate subroutine,which sampled the AD converter at up 
to 15 times per second and added the resu lt  to success ive  store a d d re sse s ,  
up to a to ta l of 3000. When the sweep was completed the programme 
noted the number of add resses  filled and loopedto  (ii); success ive  
sw eeps were not accumulated further than the lowest address  at which 
any previous sweep had encountered the sweep term ination . (As the 
trigger peak moved with changes in ambient fie ld , so the length of 
sweep to the termination would vary , only those points which were 
alw ays sampled gave valid re su l ts ,  hence the arrangement described 
ab o v e .)
The repetition time for th is  loop was always equal to ,  or greater 
than , the cycle time of the drum recorder/field  sweep on the R .10.
When the spectrum of the sample only occupied a small portion of the 
to ta l sweep width, th is  routine was uneconomical of tim e. The obvious 
solution was to expand the sc a le ,  raising the recorder speed to keep 
the sweep rate  constant and -reduce the overall accumulation tim e.
In practice the trigger system became unreliable when the peaks were 
broadened and the spectra obtained were of little u s e .  Consequently , 
the interface was modified to drive a relay  in the recorder "fast drive" 
power line . The control instruction for th is  was put into the recorder 
check routine (ii) and enabled those a reas in the spectrum which 
contained no useful information to be skipped at top speed . The 
programme was also modified at various times to remove base line  
gradients from the final plot, to eliminate "fly-back sp ikes"  causing  
m is-triggering and to insert delays at various points .
The computer itse lf  was not finally modified, but various p oss ib ili ties  
such as  the fitting of "hardware" binary-to-B .C.D. conversion were 
costed . The spectrom eter,likew ise,w as not actually  modified, though 
c ro sse d -co ils  for hetero-decoupling, an external fie ld-frequency lock 
and even an FT conversion kit were contem plated. The manufacturers 
informed us that they had spent a year attempting to achieve f ie ld -  
ffequency locking with th is  model and had failed; furthermore the cost 
of modifying the obsolete  instrument was comparable with the cos t  of 
a new o n e .
Overall the effective sensitiv ity  w as raised  somewhat, but it 
became increasingly apparent that the system was being pushed to 
its limits and that only marginal improvements could be ex pec ted . The 
application of pulse techniques, broad-band decoupling, INDOR e tc .  to 
C-13 NMR was noted and it was rea lised  that these  advantages (not 
available  with the R. 10 spectrometer) could well lead to s ignificant 
increases in sensitiv ity  in tritium work,if suitable instrumentation could 
be o b ta in ed .
An attempt w as made to observe a tritium resonance a t 100 MHz 
on a Varian HA-100 instrument at reduced field,but without s u c c e s s , 
possibly because the magnet would not give a homogenous field at 
lowered curren t. Later successfu l attempts , by courtesy  of JEOL (UK) Ltd 
and of Burroughs Wellcome Research Laboratories, were made using 
much more advanced magnets with calibrated fields and thus several 
spectra were obtained at 100 and 90 MHz with internal f ie ld-frequency 
lock on HTO. These experiments highlighted the limitations of the R .10 , 
a s  s igna l- to -n o ise  ratios three or four times better than before were
obtained , with improved stab ility  and reduced line w idth. The 
acquisition of a modern instrument with an advanced h igh-fie ld  magnet 
and " s ta te -o f - th e -a r t"  ancilla ries  seemed to be a n ecessa ry  requirement.
TMR SPECTROSCOPY ON THE BRUKER WH -  90
Some difficulty was experienced with the shimming of the field for 
microcell work, but, once the correct sample position had been found, 
the shim se ttings were standardised , a s  for normal sam ples, and could 
be se t  up in a few seconds . The TMR method had , by th is  tim e, become 
a sa tis fac tory  routine operation,and a number of projects were e ither 
carried over from the R.10 period,or in itiated ,to  take advantage of the 
higher sensit iv ity  available on the WH -  90. Some of th is  work was 
done on a service b as is  and some workers recorded their  own spec tra .
The most important project was probably the study of bio syn the tica lly  
labelled penicillic  acid, in which stereo specific  labelling was d irec tly
r 221demonstrated by TMR,with no degradative radiochemical work a t a ll  . 
Concentration problems in the course of th is  work led to the adoption 
of the 100 pi cylindrical m icrocell,as the standard sample con ta iner.
The total quantity of radioactive material was not increased , but the 
improved reso lu tion , lower concentration and tolerance of sediment from 
decomposition gave better all-round performance than with the spherica l 
c e l l .  ' The lock signal obtained from the spherical ce ll  w as very  small 
when solvents other than D£0 were u se d .  As most of the work now 
involved organic so lven ts , th is problem was a lleviated by the use  of the 
cylindrical ce ll  with a larger volume of deuteriated m aterial within the 
probe co il .  Internal tritiated  water was s ti ll  used as  a reference standard ,
when soluble in the solvent (dc -  Acetone, d_ -  DMSO).o b
The unsatisfac tory  a sp ec ts  of HTO as  a reference had led to 
consideration of the application of INDOR techniques to locate some 
peak in the triton spectrum with respect to a coupled proton^and hence 
protonated TMS. INDOR is a scanning technique and not applicable 
with a pulsed instrument, but the requirement for INDOR on the R.10 
res ted  on the n ecess ity  to determine proton and triton frequencies 
s im ultaneously /  as  the magnetic field could not be expected to 
remain the same during a change from one operating frequency to 
another. It had been ascer ta ined , before purchasing the WH -  90, 
that the sampling synchronisation system used , with a ll frequencies 
locked to the master o sc illa to r ,  meant tha t the proton and triton 
frequencies would be absolu te ly  s tab le ,  relative to each  other and to 
the fie ld , as  long as the instrument functioned correctly . Any variation 
would imply a loss of synchronisation and the resulting FIDs would be 
incoherent and cancel out when accum ulated. It appeared possible 
then , by examining the same sample, locked to the same deuterium 
resonance , a t proton and triton freq uencies , to obtain precise (relative) 
va lues for the Larmor frequencies of the proton and triton s igna ls  at 
that particular magnetic f ie ld . The absolute  values of those frequencies 
might vary a little from time to time,if the master o sc illa to r  sh if ted , bu t, 
since the field was a lso  tied in via  the deuterium frequency, the 
indicated va lues would remain constan t, subject to solvent and temperature 
effects  in the sam ple. It followed that triton shifts could be quoted a s ,  
say , "6 .xxxxxxx MHz downfie Id of internal TMS "but th is  lacked e leg an ce .
TMR REFERENCING
>231 [ ( 1 - 0 / ( 1  - O ]  -  1
Elvidge et al noted that (i)------------=----------- ~—----------------------
' H  [ (1 - g h ) / ( 1 ” a H )] " 1
where S and R indicate sample and internal reference,and T and H
Indicate chemical shift and nuclear screening constan ts ,fo r tritons
and protons, a t constant fie ld . Now the screening constan ts  a andH
Oy are mainly functions of the local molecular environment, w hich,
for the single isotopic replacement normally involved in TMR s tu d ies ,
S S R Ris assumed to be virtually  unchanged. Thus ^ and a t a  and1 H T H
equation (i) reduces to the approximation (ii) ^
Some experimental resu lts  for triton and proton shifts  (relative
to HTO), where the assumption of single isotopic substitu tion in
F231
sample and reference should hold, are listed in Table 5 . A plot
against ^  gives a straight line of unit slope and zero in tercep t.
Hence the assum ption, that single isotopic replacement does not
significantly  a lte r  the Local shield ing, is ju s tif ied , desp ite  the
rela tive ly  enormous isotopic m ass d iffe ren ce .
It follows from equation (ii) that the ratio of the Larmor frequencies
“mArr f°r any s i t e , a t constant applied field ( i . e . the ratio of the 
i ri
indicated frequencies from the WH -  90 experiments) should be 
virtually constan t. Table 6 l is ts  the indicated frequencies and their 
ra tios  for a range of very different, partially m ono-tritiated compounds . 
The mean value of th is  ra tio , is 1.06663975(3) in good agreement with
Ci o 1
Duffy's value of 1.06663975(2) . (It should be noted tha t Duffy 's
resu lt  was obtained using a 200 curie sample, while those compounds
TABLE 5
Triton and proton chemical sh i f t s  (p .p .m .)  from 
internal tr itia ted  w ater.
No. Compound (Position tritiated) 6
T
6  .
H
<5 / 6  
T  H
1 Sodium ace ta te  (2) -2 .91 -2 .87 1.01
2 Acetic acid (2) -2 .7 7 -2 .7 2 1.02
3 Acetone (1) - 2.66 -2 .6 4 1.01
-2 .5 9 -2 .5 9 1.00
4 2-Picoline (1 *) i to . C/1 00 i to • Cn CO 1.00
5 Acetonitrile (2) -2 .2 5 1 to to to 1.01
-1 .1 6 -1 .1 4 1.02
6 Propionitrile (2) - 2.21 - 2.22 0.99(5)
7 Dimethyl suLphoxide (1) i to • o 00 -2 .0 9 0.99(5)
-1 .9 9 -2 .0 4 0.97(5)
8 P ro p -2 -y n - l -o l  (3) - 1.68 -1 .6 7 1.00(5)
9 Sodium malonate (2) -1 .6 0 -1 .63 0.98
10 Nitromethane (1) -1 .1 7 -1 .1 8 0.99
-0 .42 -0 .41 1.02
11 Malononitrile (2) -0 .7 5 -0 .7 6 0.99
12 Diethyl malonate (2) i o . Cn O -0 .4 7 1.06
13 2 ,3 -[  ^H] P ro p -2 -e n - l-o l  (3) 0.44 0.43 1.02
14 2-M ethylresorcinol (4) 1.47 1.50 0.98
15 Imidazole (2) 2.63 2.62 1.00
16 Benz imidazole (2) 2 .94 2.91 1.01
3.26 3.24 1.01
17 1-Methylbenzimidazole (2) 3 . 02 3.03 1.00
18 Purine (8) 3.09 3.07 1.01
19 Pyridine-1-oxide (2) 3.42 3.42 1.00
20 Q uinoline-1-oxide (2) 3 .45 3.44 1.00
21 Benzoxazole (2) 3.63 3.63 1.00
TABLE 5 (continued)
No. Compound (Position tritiated) 6T 6h 6t / 6 h
22 Isoqu ino line-l-ox ide  (1) 3 .95 3.99 0.99
(3) 3.33 3.29 1.01
23 1 ,3-Dimethylbenzimidazolium (2)
bromide 4.33 4.36 0.99
24 Benzothiazole (2) 4 .40 4.37 1.01
5.69 5.65 1.01
25 Chloroform (1) 5.07 5.16 0.98
26 Benzoselenazole (2) 5.2 8
. . _•
5.34 0.99
Mean value of 6 /<5 1 .00I H
TABLE 6
Measurement of the ratio of H and H Larmor frequencies.
Compound Observed relative Digitisation 0)T H
(see Table 5) line frequencies (Hz) error *
v T thenv H
1 96 022 445.9809 
90 023 317. 6693
a 1.066639716
3 96 022 475.1430 
90 023 342.5816
a 1.066639744
5 9 6 0 2 2 6 7 6 .4 1 1 8  
90 023 532.2121
b
a
1.066639734
7 96 022 521.3040 
90 023 384.6558
a 1.066639758
10 96 022 904.7448 
90 023 744.9926
b
a
1.066639748
16
t
96 023 277.0216 
■90 024 091.3890
a 1.066639779
21 96 023 398.7388 
90 024 209 .6180
a 1.066639731
96 023 3 84.7883 
90 024 192 .2620
a 1.066639781
25 96 022 723.7976 
90 023 577.6204
a
b
1.066639718
Acetophenone 96 022 727.5934 
90 023 579.1041
b 1.066639747
W ater . 96 022 724.7000 
90 023 574.7900
c 1.066639765
* The error is + 1 channel which is precisely  a = + 0 .1465 ,
listed in Table 6 contained approximately 200 m illlcuries of tritium.
Since Duffy's sample contained some 20 atom per cent t r i to n s ,  there
may be some question a s  to the nature of the species  he was comparing.)
It has already been noted that a tritia ted  TMS analogue is impracticable
a s  an internal reference. However, as  long as  TMS, DSS or any
compound of known 6 is present in the proton spectrum of a sam ple,H
it is not necessa ry  to have any tritia ted  internal reference a t a l l .
Using the ratio of Larmor frequencies given above, it is possible  to
calcu la te  a triton Larmor frequency for any m ono-tritiated compound,
from that of the protonated m ateria l. Thus a "ghost re fe ren c e" ,
say  "TMS -  T", can be generated for the triton spectrum and , by the
same token, 6 va lues measured from it should equal 6 va lu es  in T H
the proton spectra within the limits of experimental error.
OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR PROTON REFERENCED TMR SPECTROSCOPY.
An operating procedure has been developed for examining TMR 
spectra on the WH -  90 using internal TMS or DSS to generate a triton 
refe rence. The sample, containing ^ 50 m illicuries of labelled 
m ateria l, is d isso lved  in 100 to 120 ul of deuterated solvent and the 
appropriate proton internal reference ad d ed . The proton spectrum is 
examined, as  described earlier, except that the offset frequency of 
the reference is always printed out, before shifting the reference to the 
correct graticule position. This frequency, say 3349 .6 Hz for TMS 
in deuterio-DMSO field-frequency locked to the -CD,, deuteriums)
resonance , is added to the basic  proton pulse frequency of 9 0 ,0 2 0 ,0 0 0 .0  Hz
to give an indicated Larmor frequency of 90 ,023 ,349 .6  Hz. This figure 
is multiplied by 1.06663975, giving 96,022,483 .1 Hz as  the indicated 
Larmor frequency of the hypothetical tritia ted  reference s igna l, under 
the same conditions .
As soon as  conveniently poss ib le , the triton spectrum of the same 
sample is examined, with the same lock, and the triton pulse offset 
frequency, say  3650.0 Hz, is assigned to address 1 of the d isp lay .
The reference o ffse t frequency (say 96,022,483 .1 Hz minus the "basic 
triton pulse frequency", 9 6 ,02 0 ,000 .00  Hz) is calculated  and the cursor 
is moved up the d isp lay  until striking "F 1" indicates that a 
particular address g ives the neares t  available frequency value to th is  
figure. (N.B. Since the WH -  90, like all current instrum ents, was 
originally  conceived as  operating at proton frequency or lower, the 
generation of a higher frequency for triton studies means that various 
frequency mixing processes work in rev e rse .  The actual basic  triton 
pulse frequency is 96.03 MHz and the indicated pulse offset frequency 
is subtracted from th is  instead of added. The procedure has been 
made consis ten t with that for protons by assuming 96 .02 MHz and 
subtracting the "pulse offset frequency" shown on the frequency 
counter from 10,000, before adding it to 96.02 MHz.) Once the 
"ghost reference" position has been e s tab l ish ed ,  it is shifted into 
alignment with the appropriate ordinate of the g ra ticu le , a s  for proton 
spec tra ,  and the method is then identical with that for protons.
A proton-noise-decoupled triton spectrum may also  be examined, the 
instrumentation is the same as for C-13. work, except that the decoupling
frequency must be carefully  filtered,to remove any 96 MHz component.
PROTON REFERENCED TMR RESULTS.
The great advantage of th is  mode of referencing TMR spectra  is
that the resu lts  are immediately u se fu l . There is not the trouble of
es tab lish ing  correlations between chemical shifts and structure that
there s t i ll  is with C-13 spectroscopy, because the wealth of information
and reasoning for proton NMR is d irectly  a p p licab le . In tegrals of
decoupled spectra have not so far exhibited any Overhauser effect or
T^ effect under the conditions used and have proved to be an accurate
index of the ratio of tritium labelling in different positions in the m olecule .
Dr. Al-Rawi of th is  department is currently using the method to
compare the radiochemical analyses of various compounds with re su l ts
[24]obtained by conventional radiochemical methods . (e .q . Inspection 
of the TMR spectrum of a sample of generally  labelled L-phenyl-alan ine 
at once gave the rela tive  amounts of tritium at each position in the 
molecule. The resu lt was virtually  identical with that obtained by a 
conventional degradation and radiochemical a n a ly s is ,  w hich, however, 
had taken five weeks to perform.) He has confirmed the assignm ent of
the proton spectra of L-phenyl-alanine and benzpyrene by inferring proton
r . . £F ig -16,171 ■ mT_line origins from noise-decoupled triton spectra . The stereo­
chemistry of certain steroids and the relationship of C -T /C -H /H -T /H -H
r 2 5  1
and T-T/H-H coupling constants are being studied .
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CONCLUSIONS.
Proton Referenced TMR Spectroscopy provides a sa fe ,  economical 
and convenient method for the radiochemical ana lysis  of tritia ted  
compounds in conventional radiochemical s tu d ie s . Furthermore, the 
c lose  and exact rela tionship  of proton and triton spectra  suggests  an 
increasing use of tr itia ted  material in purely spectroscopic  studies 
of problems which would not be susceptib le  to conventional radiochem ical 
m ethods.
CHAPTER FOUR
SOME APPLICATIONS OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (NMR)
A. A MODIFICATION OF THE NMR METHOD, APPLIED TO THE STUDY 
OF THE DEDEUTERIATION OF HEXADEUTERIOACETONE IN ALKALINE
MEDIA.
INTRODUCTION
Of the various methods used to follow the ra tes  of ionisation of 
r o fin
carbon acids , tha t of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance is amongst the 
most v e r s a t i le . Not only can hydrogen -  hydrogen, hydrogen -  deuterium 
and hydrogen -  tritium exchange be m easured, but a lso  the site  a t which 
the exchange occurs can be identified, a big advantage when one is 
dealing with molecules having several exchangeable spec ies  . In general 
the method can be used in two w ays. F irstly , re la tively  slow changes in 
spectra  can be followed as  a function of tim e, using some non-exchanging 
resonance a s  a reference . In th is  way reactions with half -  lives down 
to one to two minutes can be stud ied . Relatively concentrated solutions 
of substra tes  (0.1 -  0 .5  M) are required,and solvents must be used that 
do not obscure the section of the spectrum being s tud ied .
Secondly,the method can be used to follow fas t  reac tio n s , using line -  
shape ana lysis  . This method is based on the fact that two exchanging 
sp ec ie s  will give rise  to separate lines in the NMR spectrum, as long as  
the frequency with which they exchange is small, by comparison with the 
difference between their  resonance frequencies . If the exchange frequency 
in creases ,  the lines in the spectrum will approach a weighted mean position 
and c o a le sc e .  In a similar fashion, the lines of a spin -  spin coupled 
multiplet will co a lesce ,if  one of the coupled species  is exchanging with
a rate Large compared with the coupling c o n s tan t .
The base  ca ta lysed  hydrogen -  deuterium exchange reactions of
ketones have received much attention in recent years /  due to Rappe's 
[27 ]attempt to prove that enolisation is not the mechanism for b a se-
r 27 —■ 37 *1 [ 2 8 ]cata lysed  halogenation in aqueous solution L J . Both Rappe
C 3 6 ]and Warkentin and coworkers have used NMR methods to study 
hydrogen -  deuterium exchange in 2-butanone; and m ethyl-alkyl ketones 
of the type CH3 .CO .R . (where R is C H ^  CH3 .C H ^  (CH3)2 CH-and 
(CH3)3 C - ) have been investigated in order to compare the rela tive  ra tes
[37]
of exchange a t different s i t e s .  In a similar study, Bothner -  By and Sun
used an NMR method to follow the ace ta te -ca ta ly sed  exchange of hydrogen
and deuterium in CH3 .CO .CH 3/ CH3 .CH2 .CO .CH3 , CH3 .CH2 .CO .CH2 .CH3
and CH3 .0  .CH2 .CO .CH3 . In most of these  studies the in terest was in
[33]rela tive  rates,and  absolute accuracy was not high . The experimental
conditions used varied quite a Lot t and it is difficult to put the different
resu lts  on a comparative b a s i s .
It was decided/therefore, to attempt to develop a more accu ra te ,
computer-controlled method for following the change in amplitude of Lines
in PMR spectra,and to examine, by th is  method, hydrogen -  deuterium
exchange in CH0 .C 0 .C H o or rather CD0 .C O .C D 0 . (CD0 .C 0 .C D o seemedo o o o 6 6
preferable as the study was Less Likely to be complicated by back-exchange 
into the solvent), if the method proved su ccess fu l,  it could then be applied 
to other sys tem s.
Three previous investigations of the hydroxide ca ta lysed  dedeuteriation
[3 8 ]
of hexadeuterioacetone have been recorded . Pocker , in a b rief  
communication with no experimental d e ta i ls ,  reported a value of
1.44 I mol 1 min 1 for -  at 25° C . , considerably higher than theUH
_ 1  _ i  [39]
value of 0.941 I mol min , reported by Jones . In the la tter work,
the halogenation of CD^.CO.CD^ was followed:-
_ o h ”
CD3 .C O .C D 3 + 3 OBr” — ^  C H ^ C O .O ” + CDBr3 + 20H~
In the presence of ex cess  hypobromite and a concentration of OH much 
greater than tha t of deuterioacetone, pseudo -  first -  order k ine tics  were 
observed. The rate determining step  is the ionisation of the ke tone :-
c d 3 . c o . c d 3 + o h " — » c d 3 . c o . c d ” + h d o .
which is followed by the rapid introduction of the bromine atom.
If the ketone concentration is [A ] ,  then :-
-d [A ] /d t  = k £ H- ( [ A![OH"] .
An alternative determination of kj? -  for hexadeuterioacetone, by m assOH
spectrom etry , has been reported by Hine and coworkers . They make
the point that the NMR method can only give constant va lues  of for the
overall loss of deuterium, if secondary kinetic isotope effects  can be
neg lec ted . They followed the deuterium content of the acetone by m ass
spectrometric measurements (at 70 e .v . )  on dried chloroform ex trac ts  of
the reaction mixture. Heights of the parent peaks for the d „ ,  d r , ----------- d nb o  U
13 18forms of acetone were corrected for C and O content (assuming natural 
abundance) and the fraction of the acetone present in its various deuteria ted  
forms then ca lcu la ted , neglecting isotope effects  on the fragm entation.
The dedeuteriation of hexadeuterioacetone was assumed to involve the
progressive conversion of each molecule to the d^ , d ^ , e tc .  forms a s : -
k fi k k4
d c — > d — ^ d — > e tc .6 5 4
k c was obtained from a plot of ln f r against time (f_ being the hexadeuteria ted
b b b
fraction). .Values of k , k , e tc ,  were also  obtained by an iterative  computerO v .
method, but were progressively more uncertain than the va lues  for k c .o
The ratio of k ~ /k c was found to vary in the range 1.10 to 1 .20  and the o o
value of k~ ( S k ^ - - ) itse lf  ( 1 .86) was nearly twice tha t reported by Jones, b OH
It was hoped that the work reported below would clarify the i s su e ,  as  
well a s  tes ting  the su itab ility  of the method for other a p p lica t io n s .
EXPERIMENTAL
*
The experimental part of th is  project fell into three ph ases ,  the initial 
determination of suitable concentrations for the reaction mixture , the 
use  of the Digiac computer to acquire and store the reaction data  and the 
attempt to use  the ICL 1905F computer to process the data  thus acquired .
In order tha t the Digiac computer could be used , the assumption w as made 
that the peak height of the acetone signal would keep the same ratio to 
the peak a rea , throughout the reaction . The integral of the signal was not 
u sed , as the computer was not interfaced to the analogue integrator of the 
R.10 NMR spectrom eter.
Stock hexadeuterioacetone (99% deuteriated) was diluted with fresh 
conductivity  water to give a 0.1 molar solution. Stock, carbonate -  free 
sodium hydroxide solution (~0.1 molar) was standardised ag a inst potassium 
hydrogen phthalate with phenolphthalein indicator. Portions of th ese  
solutions were mixed in varying quantities  and the mixed solutions inspected 
on the R.10 NMR spectrometer, for peak height, reso lu tion , approximate 
reaction rate e tc .  Quantities of the sodium sa lt  of 4 , 4 -d im e thy l-4 -s i lapen tane  
su I phonic acid (DSS) were added, sufficient to give a peak at approximately 
06 , of the same order of magnitude as  the final acetone peak. Suitable 
proportions having been determined, a one millilitre reaction mixture was 
observed at hourly intervals at the R.10 magnet temperature of 3 3 .8 °C  
(being kept in the thermostatted magnet enclosure between readings) for
eight hours, and then after twenty four hours. The peak heights of the 
acetone and DSS peaks were recorded, together with the e lapsed  t im e ,in minutes .
The peak height va lues  for the acetone peak (in millimeters) were 
norm alised, by dividing by the DSS peak heights,and a graph of 2 .3 03 log 
(A -  A j  plotted against t im e . (A and A,, are normalised acetone peak00 t CO t
heights at the end of the experiment and at time t . ) .  k^_ ' (the pseudoobserved
first order rate constant) was then taken a s  the slope of th is  graph and an 
approximate value for k|? -  determined by dividing by a value for [OH ]0 x1
calculated  from the volume of the reaction mixture [Table 7 and Fig . 1 8 ] .
Two. more similar runs were followed, but a 3 ml reaction mixture was 
prepared and placed in the R.10 thermostatted enclosure and a 0 .5  ml 
portion taken for the NMR experiment . Two 1 .0  ml aliquots were taken 
at the end of the run and titrated  with potassium hydrogen phthalate solution 
to give a more accurate  figure for [OH 1
The Dlgiac programme K1N/R10/01 and its  varian ts  were built up from 
subroutines from the Digiac "ACCUMULATE" programme, with various 
m odifications. ' The R.10 spectrometer interface was driven by the computer 
to se t  the spectrum b ase lin e , adjust the magnetic f ie ld , measure the peak 
heights of the acetone and DSS peaks rela tive  to the baseline  and , in itia lly , 
to punch out these  two data a s  pairs of binary numbers on paper ta p e .  This 
tape could either be read manually or fed back into the computer to plot 
graphs of the two peak heights against t im e .
Since the baseline  correction and triggering loops in the programme 
could vary in length from cycle to cycle of the experiment, the data  punched 
were the average va lues for four success ive  cycles  and the average datum 
interval was derived by dividing the to ta l experiment duration by the number 
of datum pairs . The programme was usually  run for some sixteen hours,
Table 7 .
Temp. 33 . 8°C (Acetone -  dg) = 0.1M
(KHPh) stock = 0 .1 00N OH~ stock = 0 .0 9 5M
10ml OH stock required 10 .60 , 10 .60 , 10.61 ml KHPh solution 
OH calculated  as above.
0.75ml 0.1 Molar acetone -d^ solution and 0.25ml6
NaOH solution were mixed thoroughly with 20 c ry s ta ls  of DSS
Normalised 
Peak heights
Time (min.) Aco ~At i°g(A» " At)
70.1 70 101.9 2.01
103.2 112 68.8 1.84
157.0 208 15.0 1 .18
166.3 262 5.7 0.76
169.7 362 2.3 0.36
170.5 465 1.5 0 .18
172.0 540 0.0
Fig. 18. Results from initial acetone experiment above. (Table 7 .)
5. 2 .303 log
Slope 0.01134.
3 . observed
0.0113
2 . 0.02 5OH
0 .452 I mol min1 .
100 . 2 0 0 . 300. 400. 500.
(min.)
overnight, giving ~ 65 data p o in ts .
During the early part of each experiment a deuterium coupled multiplet
was observed at the acetone position (CD^ .CO .CD2H) and heights recorded
during th is  period were ignored. Also, during the final hours of the run,
the acetone peak was approaching its "infinity value" and the curve
contained little  information. Some eight or ten points, from the central
part of each acetone peak -  height cu rve / were therefore se lec ted  and the
normalised va lues used to obtain k'R , .  Aliquots of the reactionobserved
mixture were titrated  with potassium hydrogen phthalate solution, a s
previously d e sc r ib ed , to determine [OH ] and hence kj? - .OH
In the light of experience, several modifications were made to the 
computer programme, so as  to store the acquired data internally and then 
to punch out a tape in binary - coded -  decimal form, with head and ta il  
codes compatible with the IGL 1905F tape reading procedure. The 
university  programmers prepared a routine to accept th is  tape and determine
^observed t*ie met^0<^  e^ a s t  sq u a re s . In order to make a s  many 
points as  possible available  for the ca lcu la tion , it was decided to use
a lower concentration of hydroxide, lengthening the reaction time,and to
[411calcu la te  the “infinity value" by extrapolation . In order to measure 
the lower concentrations of OH involved, accura te ly , the t itra tions were 
made under nitrogen, adding excess  of freshly dried potassium hydrogen 
phthalate solid to the solutions and back titrating with standard NaOH 
solu tion , using phenol-phthalein indicator.
This data-handling programme was never, in fac t ,  sa tis fac to rily  
completed and the figures obtained from it were neither s e l f -c o n s is te n t  
nor consis ten t with manual calculations on the same d a ta .  The extrapolative 
method for determining the "infinity v a lu e " was defin itely  not operating
correctly  and the normalisation procedure was increasing the sca t te r  on 
the graphs considerably , without noticeably affecting the g rad ien t. Steps 
to correct the programming errors , improve the accuracy of the [O H  3 
determination and eliminate the use of an additive internal standard were 
in train when the work was suspended.
RESULTS
/  A|  00Three of the se tting-up  experiments were plotted a s  2 .303log  ------
against time (m inutes). Since, for a pseudo first order reac tio n :-
= kD, , (A -  A ), then In f - — ~° \  = kD . t .dt observed 00 t yA^ - A t /  observed
and the graph plotted as  above should give a straight line through the
orig in , with a gradient The plots were fairly sca tte red ,
but straight lines were determined by inspection and the va lues  of k'R ,observed
obtained divided by the estimated OH concentration to give va lues  o f :-
0 .4 5 , 0 .70 and 0.52 I mol  ^ min \  for kj?OH
A series of eight experiments with computerised data  co llec tion  were
plotted out in the same way. These plots were considerably  le ss  scattered
and inspection showed that they did not follow a straight line , but were
consis ten tly  concave. Values of k"R and k ?  -  were ca lcu la ted  fromobserved OH
straight lines through these  points as  below:-
0 .68  0.85 0 .48  0.79
0.61 0.57 0 .70  0 .55  1 m o f 1 min .
but the c lear and consis ten t curvature of the plots suggests  tha t the procedure
followed must be fau lty .
DISCUSSION
The concave form of the plots obtained from the experiments described
above would seem to indicate that peak height, in th is  in s tan ce , does not
retain  a constant proportion to peak area and so to acetone-proton
concentra tion, but rather in c reases ,  rela tive  to peak a re a ,  a s  the experiment
p rogresses . Considering that CD2 .C O .C D 2H gives a PMR spectrum with
a c lear  quin te t, from deuterium coupling, and that more fully protonated
forms of deuterioacetone will also  give rise  to muItiplet spec tra ,  it would
seem reasonable that peak height would in itially  be low, rela tive  to area
and would approach a 1:1 rela tionship  as  the fully protonated acetone
content of the sample increased . This would indicate that the measured
values of kR , are a ll  low, and, therefore , that k*? -  will lie aboveobserved OH
the range of va lues determined in th is  experiment.
A renewal of th is  'experiment,using the WH -  90 spectrom eter, with 
digita l integration, following the spectra autom atically for, sa y ,  five 
half -  l iv es ,  to avoid the need for extrapolated infinity v a lu e s , is. proposed.
B. FRACTIONATION EFFECTS IN METHANOL -  METHOXIDE SOLUTIONS
INTRODUCTION
Although the physical properties of H20  and D20  a re ,  by and large^ 
very sim ilar, there are some, such as  the melting points (0 .00°C  for H20 ,
3 . 81°C for D9Ol and the temperatures of maximum density  (3 .9 8°C for H90 ,
u  I Z
11 .23°C for D20 ) ,  which differ significantly  and reflect important structural
r 4 2 1differences . It follows from th is ,  th a t ,  if a solute is added to an 
H20  -  -^2^  m x^ture  ^ hydrogen and deuterium will not be randomly 
distributed between the various species  p resen t. This is u sua lly  termed 
the exchange effec t.  In addition, there is a true medium (or transfer) 
e ffec t, due, mainly, to changes in so lvation . These two effects  give 
rise  to an overall solvent isotope effect and will be present in both equili­
brium and k inetic  s i t u a t i o n s '^  ^ .
In order to quantify these  solvent isotope e ffec ts ,  it is convenient to 
introduce a "fractionation fac to r" , 0  .
If the exchange equilibrium between a subs tra te ,  HA, containing a 
labile hydrogen atom and the deuterium of a solvent (D90) can be describedZ
by:-
"" * '  2“  ' * ‘*2HA + £ D „ 0  DA + \  H„0
then the fractionation factor, 0 , Is given by:~
^  _ fDAI *'gH2°-1 _ ^D/Ill LA
[HA] X C2D20  ] [D /H ]l2Q
FLA (1 -  n)
"  ’ n
where L is a general hydrogen nuc leus, F is the fractional abundance of
L n
deuterium in the substra te  and n that in the so lven t. Strictly  speak ing , thv
above equilibrium  re fe rs  to th e  s itu a tio n :-
HAH2°  + JD20 D2°  DA°2°  + i H 20 H2° ,  0 ^ ,
whereas a be tter  approach would be to w rite :-
HAH2 °  + 1D20 H2° ^ = ±  DAH2°  + 1H 20 H2° ,  0 ^ .
0 * .  is then a medium -  independent constant and is rela ted  to by the HA HA
equation :- 0 ^  >  0 ^ - Y
where y is the degenerate activ ity  coefficient of HA. Experimentally,
however, it is 0 TT, that is m easured.HA
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy provides an excellen t method
for measuring fractionation fac to rs . In principle the chem ical sh ifts  of
the exchangeable protons (relative to some standard) are m easured, a s  a
function of solute concentration, f irst in an entirely "light" solvent and
[44]then in a partially deuteriated so lvent. More O'Ferrall , for example,
adopted th is approach for the case  of methanol -  methoxide so lu tions , where
the equilibrium is of the k ind:-
CHqO .(C H qOD) + n C H .O H  CHo0 .(C H o0H) + n C H .O D ,o o n o o o n o
n is thought to have a value of 3 . For the same concentration of b a s e ,  the 
chemical shift is increased by the presence of CH„OD, indicating that 
(by comparison with CH^OH) CH^OD molecules favour a site  in the bulk
of the solvent / r a th e r  than one hydrogen bonded to a methoxide ion.
[443 L453Values of 0 .76 and 0 .74 , for the fractionation factor of .the
methoxide ion, have been obtained, compared with 0.69 for the aqueous
hydronium i o n ^ ^  and 0.47 for the hydroxide ion (found by Heinzinger and 
[473W eston , .by examination of the composition of the vapour over concentrated 
aqueous hydroxide solutions, substan tia lly  higher than the value of 0.42 
obtained from a study of au to-pro to lysis  in H90  -  D2O mixtures^" ^  .
More recen tly , GoLdand G r i s t? ^   ^have interpreted their NMR resu l ts
in term s of different fractionation factors (0 , 0 , and 0  ) for the solvateda b c
hydroxide ion H O (H,OH )0 where a b c 3
0  = 1.2 -  1 .5 ,  0  = 0 .65  -  0 .70 and 0  “ 1 .a b c
As a preliminary to an examination of fractionation by triton magnetic 
resonance , the experiments of More O'Ferra 11 on the methanol -  methoxide . 
system were repea ted , using the R.10 spectrom eter.
EXPERIMENTAL
Stock, analy tical-grade  methanol was red istilled  and a solution of 
sodium methoxide was prepared by adding a weighed quantity of sodium 
metal to cooled methanol under a blanket of nitrogen g a s .  The methanol 
was allowed to warm up until the metal had a ll d isso lved  and was then 
refluxed, under nitrogen, in an attempt to d isso lve  a ll the white p rec ip ita te . 
As complete solution did not occur, the suspension was cooled and 
decan ted . A 1 .0  ml portion of the mother liquor was made up to 50 ml 
in w ater and titrated  with standard potassium hydrogen phthalate so lu tion . 
From the t i tres  and the weight of the original sam ple , a value of 8.2 mole% 
methoxide was ca lcu la ted .
NMR spectra were recorded for 0 .5  ml samples of the original m ethanol, 
the original solution and solutions diluted with methanol, by w eight, to 
va lues of 6 .2 ,  5 .5 ,  4 .6 ,  3 .4 ,  1 .8 and 1.1 mole % m ethoxide . Two drops 
of dioxan were added to each sample as  an internal s tandard . The shift 
of each -OH reso n an ce , relative to the position of th a t  in pure m ethanol, 
was noted (mean of three determinations) and they were p lotted, a s  Hz, 
against the mole % methoxide concentrations of the so lu tion .
Deuteriated methanol (CH3OD)(99% nominal isotoplc abundance) was 
commercially a v a i la b le . Its purity was checked by NMR. Two small 
peaks were obse rved , downfield of the methyl resonance; the addition of 
10% by volume of GH^OH Increased one of th ese  peaks to a suitable  size 
for observation and confirmed its identity as the -OH resonance , the other 
peak was presumably an impurity from the preparation. More O'Ferra 11 
worked with a 9 .77 mole % CH^OH in CH^OD solution, 40 ml of the 
CHgOD was therefore weighed out and a sufficient quantity of CH^OH 
added to obtain a similar so lu tion . Calculations on the weights used 
gave a value of 9 .9  mole % methanol. Mean va lues of molecular weight 
and density  for the solution were calculated  .
20 ml of th is  solution were added dropwise to a 100 ml flask  containing 
a weighed amount of sodium metal and the flask was cooled in water and 
fitted with a reflux condenser and nitrogen in le t .  After a smooth reac tion , 
the flask was warmed and a c lea r ,  slightly  v iscous solution was ob ta ined .
The mole % methoxide was determined as described above, to be 10 .5  mole % 
and the NMR shift of the -OH resonance, rela tive  to that in the CH^OH/CH^OD 
solvent was m easured. Portions of the solution were d ilu ted , by weight, 
a s  before, to methoxide concentrations of 6 .9 ,  6 .2 ,  5 .1 ,  4 .2 ,  3 .0 ,  2 .0  and 
1 .0  mole % and their spectra recorded as  described above. The sh ifts  of 
the -OH resonances , relative to that for the mixed so lven t, were plotted 
aga inst mole % methoxide [Table 8 and Fig. 1 9 ].
DISCUSSION
The graphs shown in F ig . 19 comprise the resu lts  from the experiments 
described above as well as  those of More O 'Ferra ll. The stra ight lines
are the limiting slopes (as CH3 ONa concentration tends to zero), for the
Results of Deuterium Fractionation Experiment
CH3ONa/CK3OH CH3ONa/90 . i %c h 3o d
Mole % CH3ONa Shift (Hz) Mole % CH3ONa Shift (Hz)
8.2 107.4
6.2 86.8 6.9 118.2
5 .5 76.2 6.2 107.4
4 .6 71.4 5.1 90 .0
4 .0 53.4 4.2 76 .8
3 .4 49.2 3 .0 57.2
2 .7 36.6 2 .0 38 .4
1 • 1 16.4 1.0 18.6
o
•
o 0 .0 0.0 0 .0
Fig . 19. Results of Deuterium
Fractionation Experiment
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two c u rv e s .  Agreement of the two se ts  of re su l ts  is  c learly  good. The 
ratio  of the limiting s lopes may be expressed  in the following te rm s:-
(SD '  6o ) /(S H '  6 o) = (1 -  X D + XD ^ _ 1 -
w h e r e i s  the atom fraction of deuterium, S and are the  limiting D H D
s lop es  (for solutions of deuterium fractions zero and respec tive ly ) and-
0  is  the fractionation factor, measuring the  D:H ratio in the n exchanging v
s i t e s ,  a sso c ia ted  with the so lu te , re la tive  to D:H ratio in the so lven t.
The assum ption is made th a t  there is only one se t of n equivalent hydrogens
involved in fractionation for each  pair of solute  io n s .  6^ rep re sen ts  the
contribution to the chem ical shift from exchangeable hydrogens not sub ject
r49Tto fractionation and More O'Ferra 11 follows Gold in assuming, th a t  
contributions to 6q a rise  only from the presence of the sodium ion and 
tak es  h is  value for the molal chemical shift of m ethanol, in the  presence 
of the sodium ion was derived from a PMR study of sodium
perchlorate in methanol (0.181 ppm).
Converting the various sh ifts  in the expression  above to Hz (for a 
60 MHz spectrometer) a t the appropriate concentra tions and taking a 
deuterium fraction x ^  = 0 -9 0 /  we ob ta in :-
3
5 ^ = 0 . 3 4 x 1 0  Hz (from above)
S = -1 .3 9  x  10^ Hz (Limiting slope for CH0OH)ri o
3
= - 1 . 8 6 x 1 0  Hz (Limiting slope for 90% CH^OD)
and XD = 0 .90
and hen ce :-  0 = 0 . 7 6
As noted above, th is  value is  similar to that suggested by Gold for
0 ^ ,  the fractionation factor for the hydrogens d irec tly  hydrogen bonded
to the oxygen atom of the hydroxide ion, solvated by three w ater m o le c u le s .
The work described  above involves no assum ptions about the  va lue  of n ,
the number of methanol m olecules bound to the methoxide Ion, but other 
work, on solvent isotope effects suggests a value of 3 here also and
the three lone pairs on the methoxide oxygen make this seem lik ely .
The methoxide ion and the methanol molecule are not too different in 
s ize  from the hydroxide ion and the water molecule, but the substitu tion 
of higher alkoxides and alcohols would change the situation considerably  
and a comparison of the present resu lts  with those for higher a lcohols would 
be in te res ting .
The good agreement between the present resu lts  and those of More 
0*Ferrall suggests  that an extension of these  studies to the tr iton , using 
triton magnetic resonance , is fea s ib le .
c . AN NMR STUDY OF ION ASSOCIATION IN AQUEOUS SODIUM 
HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS
INTRODUCTION
The ra te ,  for instance , of the ionisation of a carbon acid (AH), 
ca ta lysed  by a base (B), can be quantitatively  predicted by the BrOnsted 
equation: -
k = k_ f ATT i / i  O AH B f
where k is the rate of the reaction when f f D/ft = 1/ f and f are U AH B T AH B
the activ ity  coefficients of AH and B respective ly  and f^ is tha t of the 
transition  s ta te .  This is assuming tha t the reaction is proceeding in a 
so lven t, like w ater, with a high d ie lec tric  constant and a t low ionic 
strength , when interionic effects will be long range and non -  sp ec if ic .
If the d ie lec tric  constant of the solution is decreased , or the ionic strength 
increased , deviations from the BrBnsted equation are observed . The 
breakdown of the equation can be explained, by postulating the ex is tence  
of a new sp e c ie s ,  the "ion pair", formed by interaction between oppositely  
charged io n s .
Ion -  pairs are formed when the mutual e lec tro s ta tic  a ttrac tion  of the
ions is strong enough to overcome the thermal effects that tend to maintain
a random distribution of species in solution. The ions thus a ssoc ia ted
may be in direct "contact" or they may be separated by one or more solvent
[5 1 1m olecu les . Bjerrum sought to c la ss ify  all oppositely  charged ions
within a certain calculated d istance  of one another as  io n -p a irs ,  but this
seemed to imply an abrupt transition from "free" to "bound" ions at a
[ 52 ]certain boundary and Fuoss preferred to use the term ion-pair only for
[53]
ions actually  in con tac t .  Prue has recently  proposed an approach
which inter-re lates these  two views .
The incidence of ion-pairing in aqueous hydroxide solutions has been
P541
studied by various kinetic  methods , such  as  the hydroxide cata lysed
decomposition of diacetone alcohol and also  by NMR methods^ ^  anC*
205both proton magnetic resonance and resonance of other nucLei, e . g .  T 1 .
The NMR methods consider the ion-pair as  a transien t structured portion 
of the solution, containing the two assoc ia ted  ions (M+ and OH ) and 
certain solvent m o lecu les , forming an electronic environment for the 
assoc ia ted  ions differing from that of the free ions. Since the Lifetime of 
th is  environment is short, the shift of the resonances observed for the 
ions is at a weighted mean position, between the origin positions for the 
resonances of the a ssoc ia ted  and free ions. A change in the fraction of 
ions a ssoc ia ted  must a lter  the weighted mean shift and thus the change 
in chemical shift of the ion resonance with concentration can be analysed 
in terms of the d issoc ia tion  constant K^, for the ion-pair:-
Kd = Ca M+] CaOH~T  
[ a (M+OH_) ]
Freeman and coworkers observing the change in chemical shift
of the hydrated ^ ^ T l + ion with concentration, in an aqueous solution of 
thallous hydroxide, suggested that the observed change was due to two 
effects only, the ion-pairing effect, a s  described above, producing a 
non-linear change and the effect on both resonance origins of the changing 
structure of the so lven t, with increasing solute concentra tion , which they 
treated as linear. Their plot of chemical shift against molarity showed 
an initial curved portion, straightening o u t  at higher concentra tions . On 
the assumption that ion-associa tion  was e ssen tia lly  complete for the
stra ight line section of the plot,they extrapolated the line to low
concen tra tion / aligned it with the origin, taken a s ^ ® T l + shift at
infinite dilution,and subtracted it from the plot, leaving a curve which
they a n a ly se d , su ccess fu lly ,  in terms of K j, A and-A., where A and A,d p i p i
are the chemical shifts  of the ion-pair and the free ion re s p e c t iv e ly .
The activ ity  coefficient of the ion-pair, ^«jl+OH"") waS ta ^en as  unity anc*
2
the mean square activ ity  coefficient for the free ions, f ,- was taken as 
-approximately equal to Robinson and S tokes 's  values for potassium 
hydroxide.
For sodium hydroxide, the equivalent experiment would be the observation 
23 +of changes in Na chemical shift with concentration, but Jardetzky and
r s fi~iWertz reported that no such shift was observed . This experiment
might well be worth repeating with more modern equipment.
[57]Buckson and coworkers used proton magnetic resonance to observe 
the change in chemical shift of the a-methylene protons of te tra -n -b u ty l  
ammonium sa l ts  with concentration,in nitrobenzene so lu tion . Here the ion 
being studied is a molecular fragment and the protons ac tua lly  being 
monitored are not the only protons present; however, there is no reason 
to suspect any exchange process involving th ese  protons, except that of 
the whole ion and the treatment used to analyse  the shifts  was broadly 
similar to that outlined above, though lower concentrations were used 
( /w0.1 M) so that Debye-HU eke I limiting law activ ity  coefficien ts were 
expected to retain some va lid ity .
The hydroxide ion in aqueous solutions of NaOH presents a far more 
complex system , as here , by NMR standards, the ion i tse lf  is a transien t 
sp e c ie s ,  the -OH proton undergoing rapid exchange with the protons of the 
so lven t, so that the proton resonance observed appears at a weighted mean
position between the origin positions for the ion and the pure so lven t.
This e ffec t, plus the modification of the water structure with increasing
/
solute concentration and the exchange between free ion and ion-pair ,
a ll  presumably contribute to the observed change in shift of the proton
resonance of aqueous sodium hydroxide with concentra tion. In' addition,
the bulk diamagnetic suscep tib ility  of the solution varies  with concentration,
an effect which Freeman e t a L ,  could ignore for the large shift range of 
205T l ,  but which is significant for PMR.
Though the analysis  of these  effects would be far from sim ple, it 
seemed worth while to measure the PMR chemical shift of aqueous sodium 
hydroxide over a range of concentrations and attempt some tr ia l ana ly ses  
of the d a ta .
EXPERIMENTAL
A set of special concentric capillary  ce l ls  were obtained (Wilmad)
to fit the Variable Temperature Probe of the R.10 NMR spectrom eter.
The central capillary  was used to contain the sample and the annular space
around it contained hexamethyl disiloxane (HMDS) as  an external s tandard .
Using such c e l l s ,  the bulk diamagnetic suscep tib ility  of the sample in the
inner capillary  may be determined by observing the splitting produced in
m ]
the signal from the sample in the annulus, when the cell is s ta tionary
The c e l ls  were calibrated by observing the spectra of various m ateria ls  of
C2 ]known suscep tib ility  . These same ce lls  were then used to observe the 
spectra  of aqueous solutions of ana ly tica l-g rade , sodium hydroxide at 
25°C , over a range of concentrations between 0.25 and 10 molar. The 
chemical shifts of the proton signals of the so lu tions , with respec t  to
Table 9 .
RESULTS FROM SODIUM HYDROXIDE CHEMICAL 
SHIFT MEASUREMENTS
Molarity 
(g .m ol/l  sodium 
hydroxide)
Uncorrected 
Shift (ppm wrt, 
ex t, HMDS)
Calculated
Correction
( -  PPm)
Smoothed 
Correction 
( -  ppm)
Corrected 
Shift (ppm wrt, 
■"int/1- HMDS)
0.0 5.10 0.81 0.80 4 .30
0 .5 5.17 0.81 0.83 4 .34
1.0 5.24 0.82 0.84 4 .40
1.5 5.31 0.89 0.87 4.44
2 .0 5.38 0.87 0.89 4 .49
2 .5 5.45 0.91 0.91 4 .54
3 .0 5.51 0.92 0.92 4.59
3 .5 5.55 0.93 0.94 4.61
4 .0 5.63 0.96 0.95 4 .6 8
4 .5 5.67 0.96 0.97 4 .70
5.0 5.72 0.98 0.98 4 ,74
5 .5 5.78 1.00 0.99 4 .79
6.0 5.82 1.00 1.00 4.82
6 .5 5.86 1.02 1.01 4 .85
7 .0 5.91 1.02 1.03 4 .8 8
7 .5 5.93 1.02 1.03 4 .90
8.0 6.00 1.04 1.04 4.96
8.5 6 .05 1.04 1.05 5.00
9 .0 6.10 1.04 1.06 5.04
9 .5 6.14 1.08 1.07 5.07
10.0 6.18 1.06 1.08 5.10 J
Accuracy of shifts probably + 0 .0 1  ppm. 
Accuracy of correction probably + 0.025 ppm.
external HMDS, were recorded with the sample spinning, in the normal 
manner. The spinning was then stopped and the sp littings of the HMDS 
resonance were m easured, at several different orientations of the cell  
in the magnetic f ie ld . This was done to allow for irregularities in the 
concentricity  of the c e l l .  Average va lues of the sp li t t in g s ,  in Hz, 
were n o ted .
/
RESULTS
The chemical shifts and m olarities of the sodium hydroxide solutions
were tabu la ted , together with the bulk diamagnetic su scep tib il i t ie s
obtained from the HMDS splittings and the previously ca lcu lated  calibration
fac tor. Using the formula:-
6 =  6 "t" ( ^ ^ ) ( — \ 1-^  -1corrected observed 3 1 Reference ^sample ,
where .6 . , and & , , are the corrected and observed chemicalcorrected observed
shifts and \ e ference an<^  ^sample are t *ie s u s c e P^b ili t ie s  t i^e reference
_6
and sample respec tive ly  ( e . g . s .  units x  10 ), the shifts were retabulated
as  for an "internal" HMDS standard [Table 9] . As the corrections
\
displayed considerable scatter,corrected figures were obtained graphically  
from a smoothed cu rve . These figures were then plotted a s  molarity 
against chemical shift (with respec t to internal hexamethyl disiloxane)
[ F ig .201. The curve obtained was very slightly  concave to about 4 .5  
molar and then approximately linear.
DISCUSSION'
The rela tive ly  small chemical shift range of the proton spectrum, as  
compared with that of most other nuc le i,  is reflected in the small range of
Fig . 20. Sodium hydroxide molarity plotted against
corrected chemical shift
10
Shift corrected 
for change in 
bulk diam agnetic 
su scep tib il i ty .
Q Shift with straight 
line subtracted 
Q graphically .
Sodium 
hydroxide 
solution (M)5
0
Corrected chemical shift (ppm with respec t to "internal" hexamethyl
disiloxanej.
the  observed re s u l ts ,  0 .5  ppm, over the curved portion of the plot. It 
seemed unlikely that any significant data  on ion-associa tion  could be 
extracted from these  re s u l ts ,  but an attempt was made to apply a com­
bination of the treatm ents of Freeman and cowOrkers and Buckson and 
Smith.
The apparently linear portion of the curve is presumably part of the
much larger curve resulting from the exchange between -OH and solvent
HgO. In order to make any analysis  at a l l ,  it was assumed that it was
indeed linear and could be extrapolated to infinite dilution and subtracted ,
removing a lso  the e ffec ts ,  on chemical sh ift , of the modification of the
solvent structure by added so lu te , as  suggested by Freeman. This
subtraction was performed graphically , as shown in F ig . 20.
Now, if th is  curve indeed represents a weighted average shift from
d isso c ia ted  ions and ion-pairs , then :-
A . . = « A. + (1 -  a) A .observed i p
where a is the degree of d isso c ia tio n . By combining th is  with the
equation for one can obtain :-
C = (A -A .)K .(A . , - A . ) / ( A  -A  , , ) Vp i d observed i p observed +
where C is concentration of sodium hydroxide, assuming that the ac tiv ity
coefficient of the ion-pair is unity and that the mean square ac tiv ity
coefficient of the two free ions may be used . (A -  A .) being co n s tan t ,
P i
a plot o f:-
C v s .  ( a u   ^ “ A.)/(A -  A , j ) 2f2observed i p observed +
should be linear for the correct value of A , assuming that A . can be equated
P ^
to the shift at infinite d ilu tion, would then be determined from the gradient 
of the cu rve .
Such plots were prepared, using a range of va lues for A and va luesp
2 C58]of f for sodium hydroxide taken from Harned and Owen and Robinson
“  [59]
and Stokes but no straight lines were obtained .
CONCLUSIONS
It seems likely tha t ,a t  the concentrations being u se d ,  ion-tr ip le ts  and . 
higher aggregations of ions are present. Furthermore the ac tiv ity  
coefficient of the ion-pair is probably varying with ionic s treng th . In 
addition to these  fac to rs , the initial assum ptions about the nature of the 
plot are open to question . It may therefore be concluded that the change 
in PMR chemical shift of aqueous sodium hydroxide with concentration
1 . . .
is  not a sa tis fac tory  or straightforward index of ion-pair formation.
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Abstract—Routine measurement of triton magnetic resonance spectra is described for the first time, 
using a micro-bulb sample tube assembly to obviate radiological hazards. Levels o f isotope abun­
dance and chemical concentration, the problem of self-radiolysis and the general usefulness o f the 
technique are discussed. Results are given for a selection of compounds including glucose, amino- 
acids, thymidine and uridine. The self-radiolysis of the last is followed.
M e a su r e m e n ts  of the triton magnetic resonance spectra of some tritiated compounds 
of various molar specific radioactivities are described, using a Perkin-Elmer R.10 
spectrometer operating at 14,100 gauss, with a 64-0 MHz oscillator, and equipped 
with a Digico computer. Tritium is in some respects an excellent isotope for NM R  
studies. The triton has a spin of £ and its sensitivity to detection at constant field is 
higher than for any other nucleus, being 1*21 relative to 1-00 for the proton.1 Its 
resonance frequency (45-414 MHz for a 10 kgauss field1) is sufficiently different from 
that of the proton (42-577 MHz) for the splittings in triton spectra to be first order so 
that spectra are readily interpreted.
The only previous report on a high resolution spectrum o f a tritiated compound 
was by Tiers, Brown, Jackson and Lahr,2 who used side-chain labelled ethylbenzene 
at ca. 1 atom percent tritium abundance. The spectrum was recorded at a field strength 
of 8,800 gauss with a Varian A-40 MHz spectrometer, and the sample contained some 
10 curies o f tritium activity in 300 fA. These authors pointed out the dangers from 
pressure developing in the sample tube due to self-radiolysis o f the highly active 
labelled compound and emphasised the potential contamination hazards. These 
problems are effectively minimised by using the micro-bulb technique described below.
The use of proton magnetic resonance for ascertaining the distribution of deuterium 
labelling in organic compounds is well known. The technique is applicable because of 
the very high isotopic purity of the label and the effective absence of spin-spin coupling 
complications.3 Its use for quantitative determination of the deuterium content of 
such compounds is feasible4 and the results are generally consistent with those from 
mass spectral data; no corresponding studies of tritium labelled compounds have 
hitherto been made.
With the increasing use of tritium labelling in biogenetic and mechanistic studies 
(occasioned by the sensitivity and ease o f detection of the label by counting) there is a 
growing need for knowing the exact position(s) of label in tritiated compounds.5,6 We 
have now shown that the distribution of tritium atoms can often be readily determined
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by triton magnetic resonance. Proton magnetic resonance may provide some comple­
mentary information but is not a substitute because of the generally very low isotopic 
content in tritiated compounds. This low content is dictated partly by the number o f 
hydrogen atoms present in the molecule, partly by the cost involved in facilities for 
the preparation of compounds at a very high tritium isotopic abundance, but more 
importantly by the need to minimise self-radiolysis.
An advantage of triton magnetic resonance is that the sample is not destroyed, as 
for example in mass spectrometric analysis, and the (often expensive) labelled com­
pound can be recovered and re-utilised. Triton magnetic resonance can be particularly 
useful for the study of self-radiolysis in situ, as shown for uridine, later.
The micro-cell assembly,* shown in Fig. 1, is of the type described by Flath, Henderson, Lundin 
and Teranishi.7 The precision bulb contains about 30 /4  o f sample solution and is best loaded by 
means of a ‘Hamilton’ 100-/4 syringe. Volatile compounds may be loaded using a refrigerated 
syringe and bulb, in a dry-box. The micro-bulb is then sealed carefully so that it fits the ‘Teflon’ 
holder and will slide properly into the NM R tube without strain. Gas bubbles accidently introduced
E X P E R IM E N T A L
I I
0
( a )  ( 3  ( b )  I ®
Fig. 1. Micro-cell assembly showing: (a) micro-bulb, ‘Teflon’ holder and threaded 
insertion-tool; (b) micro-bulb, surrounded by CC14, in NM R tube.
* From the Wilmad Glass Co, New Jersey, USA.
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or which sometimes develop in the micro bulb (and which spoil resolution) may be removed to the 
neck by shaking the bulb as if it were a clinical thermometer. Carbon tetrachloride is placed in 
the NM R tube to a depth of ca. 3 cm, to minimise wobble when the complete assembly is spun in 
the spectrometer probe, the micro-bulb is slid in to a predetermined position for optimum signal 
strength, and the threaded insertion-tool is then withdrawn (Fig. lb).
The NMR tube assembly is fitted with a spinner and inserted in the spectrometer probe in the 
normal way: the only precaution necessary with the Perkin-Elmer equipment is to tape the base o f  
the rf-coil casing so that leakage would be impossible in the unlikely event of an NM R tube and m i­
cro-bulb breaking. In that event the rf-coil assembly could safely be removed from the spectrometer 
for decontamination and the recovery of the tritiated sample. To conform with radiochemical safety 
requirements, a tritium monitor or equivalent equipment is operated in the vicinity of the spectrom­
eter. In the present work, air was sucked into a coded trap containing liquid scintillator and samples 
taken at intervals for counting.
The micro-bulb assembly has the following distinct advantages for measuring the NM R spectra of 
tritiated compounds, or indeed any other radioactive solution: (i) the sample volume is small so that 
total radioactivity is minimal; (ii) the micro-bulbs are strong and resist, for example, being dropped 
on to a linoleum floor; (iii) the bulbs withstand surprisingly high internal pressure, which might 
develop as a result of self-radiolysis—samples of 10 to 50 Ci/ml have been kept for up to 6 months 
without breakage; (iv) with the micro-bulb mounted inside the NM R tube (Fig. 1), the sample is 
doubly protected.
R E SU L T S
Results with tritiated water
Eight tritiated water samples of from 0-3 Ci/ml up to a specific activity of 50 Ci/ml 
were employed. (At 100 % isotopic abundance, 1 g of TaO has an activity of 2650 Ci.) 
The tritium NMR signals were each integrated three times and Fig. 2 shows the strict 
proportionality of the averaged integrated signal NMR intensity to the isotopic 
abundance for the various samples determined by counting. No variations were found 
using different micro-bulbs, demonstrating the reproducibility of the technique.
The triton magnetic resonance signal from tritiated water is a singlet of half­
width 2-7 Hz at 33*5°, exchange being sufficiently fast to effect triton-proton spin 
decoupling. The singlet signal is still easily observable at 1 Ci/ml, i.e. 0*038 % isotopic 
abundance, and by using spectrum accumulation, adequate signal-to-noise ratio is 
obtained after only 8 scans from samples o f 0*3 Ci/ml, i.e. 0*01 % iso topic abundance; 
this corresponds to only 10 millicuries of radioactivity in the micro-bulb.
Referencing
Tritiated water was used as a reference standard in the examination of most of the 
present compounds. Water is not an ideal standard (or solvent) for proton magnetic 
resonance measurements, being anisotropic and giving rise through specific associa­
tion with the solute to chemical shifts which are highly dependent upon concentration 
and temperature. Tritiated water does have an advantage over other compounds from 
the radiochemical viewpoint, however, because it behaves as though it were stable; 
self-radiolysis produces HT and oxygen which recombine, and so the spectral line o f  
the reference persists and no spectral complications are introduced, as there would be 
when a tritiated organic reference compound decomposed by self-radiolysis. Self- 
radiolysis normally sets the practical limit of one to the number o f tritium atoms 
which can be introduced into a methyl group, so that tritiated organic references 
analogous to those widely used in proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy are 
impracticable: also, possible one-hydrogen compounds which might be used, such as
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Fig. 2. Proportionality between the integrated triton magnetic resonance signal in­
tensity and the isotope abundance determined by counting for HTO samples.
tritiochloroform, are rather unstable and their volatility presents a hazard. Of other 
possibilities, ethyl-1,2-T-triethoxysilane (1), which is soluble in both water and organic 
solvents and is accessible by catalytic tritiation o f vinyltriethoxysilane, showed a 
triton absorption signal (at ca. —4*0 ppm from HTO) that was very broad (1-3 ppm) 
and quite unsuitable as a reference line.
The sharp line from tritiated water will provide a useful reference, and derived 
chemical shifts will be reproducible provided concentrations and temperature are 
always noted. In this connection, some experiments with uridine revealed no obvious 
dependence of chemical shift upon concentration over a range 0*37 to 005  m.  It 
happens that many of the tritiated compounds of biochemical interest are water 
soluble, and as it may be necessary to examine, also, the proton magnetic resonance 
spectrum, it is concluded that HTO as internal reference with water or (better)
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deuterium oxide as solvent will be the most generally satisfactory system for triton 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Triton (and proton) chemical shifts reported in this work are given on the <5 scale 
in ppm, measured from HTO (or HaO) at d =  0, high field shifts being negative and 
low field shifts positive in accordance with the considered recommendations o f the 
NMR Discussion Group of the Chemical Society [see Org. Magn. Resonance 2, 231 
(1970)].
Results with tritiated organic compounds
The compounds are listed in Table 1, along with the specific activity, isotopic 
abundance o f tritium and concentration in solution of each.
l-Fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene-3,5(6)-T. As this compound has been prepared by nitra­
tion of m-fluorotritiobenzene, more than 95 % of the tritium was expected at the 3- (2) 
and 5-positions (3). In agreement, the triton magnetic resonance spectrum of the 
compound in carbon tetrachloride showed two signals of comparable intensity, which 
were 0*32 ppm apart. The lower field signal was a quadruplet and so was assigned to 
3-T in 2: the splitting gave |/(3-T, 1-F)| =  7*3 Hz and |7(3T, 5-H)| =  2-7 Hz. The 
signal at higher field, from 5-T in (3), was an eight-line multiplet, giving |/(5-T,6-H) |== 
12-2 Hz and |/(5-T, 1-F)| =  5-5 Hz, with |/(5-T,3-H)| =  2*7 Hz. Of particular 
interest was the fact that the proton magnetic resonance spectrum gave no clear
T able 1
Compound
Specific
activity
Ci/mmol
Isotopic
abundance
%
Concn.
M
Solvent 
(and reference11)
l-Fluoro-2,4-dinitro-
benzene-3,5(6)-T
25-3 29 0-35 CC14
Sodium acetate-T 2-9 3-3 0-51 h 2o
D-Glucose-l-T 5 0 17-3 0-5 D zO (HTO)
D-Glucose-4-T 7-2 24-8 0-4 D 20  (HTO)
D-Glucose-6-T 4-9 8-4 1*85 D 20  (HTO)
L-Leucine-4,5-T 57-6 50 at C4 +  Cs 0087 H aO (HTO)
L-Phenylalanine-4-(ring)-T 210 72-4 0 0 8 H 20  (HTO)
L-Phenylalanine-2,3-T 28-8 33 at C2 "f C3 008 H20  (HTO)
Thymidine-6-T 300 100 01 H aO (H TO )
Thymidine-/n<?//;y/-T 23-5 27 015 H 20  (HTO)
201 23 015 HaO (HTO)
Mixture of thymidinc-6-T 24-0 21-0) at Cg 0065 H 20  (HTO)b
and methyl-T 22-0 190
CjMc
0068 H 20  (HTO)b
Thymidine-6-T(n)c 35'2 30 : at C6 015 HaO
20-6 17-8 +
C5Me
1-2 H 20 (H T 0 )
Thym\dme-{2-deoxyribose-
5-T)
3-8 6-5 0-39 H 20  (HTO)
Uridine-6-T 20-5 70 019 H aO (HTO)
Uridine-5-T 31 100 0-32 D 20  (HTO)
a The radioactivity of solvent containing HTO as reference was 5 Ci/ml 
or b 2‘5 Ci/ml. 0 n =  nominal position.
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indication o f the nature and purity of the tritiated material present, and the proton- 
triton splittings were not obtainable. The main reason of course is the fact that the 
spectrum is a superposition of three spectra and much detail is obscured. It is apparent 
that in most other cases the high relative intensity of the spectrum from the bulk o f  
the compound would hide the weak signals from that fraction actually bearing label. 
Thus a particular advantage of triton magnetic resonance spectroscopy emerges 
clearly from this experiment.
The proton magnetic resonance spectrum of l-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene is strongly 
solvent-dependent8 and so has been remeasured under the preceding conditions for 
comparison with the triton resonance results. The signals from 3-H and 5-H were 
0-38 ppm apart, with that from 3-H at lower field (<58-99 from SiMe4), and the coup­
lings were |/(3-H , 1-F)| =  6-5 Hz, |/(3-H , 5-H)| =  2-9 Hz, |/(5-H , 6-H)| =  9-3 Hz, 
|/(5-H , 1-F)| =  3*8 Hz and |/(6-H , 1-F)| =  9-3 Hz. The triton chemical shift, 
A(T3 5) ppm as measured, is therefore slightly smaller than the proton shift A(H3>5). 
The o-T,H coupling is decidedly larger and the T,F couplings appreciably larger than 
the corresponding proton couplings, whilst the m-T,H coupling is very slightly smaller 
than the m-H,H coupling.
Sodium acetate-T. The triton magnetic resonance spectrum in water showed a sharp 
triplet with |/(H ,T)| =  15*5 Hz (mean of 5 almost identical determinations), which 
arises from equal coupling to the two geminal protons in the labelled methyl group. 
In the proton resonance spectrum, a weak doublet was discernible (centred at —2*92 
ppm from H20 ), with the main methyl resonance in between (at —2-87 ppm). The 
proton doublet splitting (necessarily less accurately measurable than the triton triplet) 
gave |/(H ,T)| =  15-1 Hz, in reasonably close agreement with the foregoing. The 
internal H,H-coupling in acetic acid has been deduced as 15-2 Hz9 from the relation 
/(H ,H ) =  J(H,D) • Our best value for J(H,T) gives /(H ,H ) =  15-5 • (yHf
yT) =  14-5 Hz. Clearly these relationships are only approximate. Also o f interest 
was the observation that the origin position of the doublet signal from the CH2T- 
group is 0-05 ppm to high field of the signal from the CH3-group. Tritium therefore 
has a small -f-I effect with respect to hydrogen: it behaves as though it were more 
electropositive, as does deuterium.9,10
D-Glucose-l-T. The signal from the anomeric triton (Fig. 3a) was at +0-43 ppm. 
This must be from the a-form (4) judging from proton magnetic resonance results.11,12 
There were signs of a weak signal at about — 0T9 ppm, possibly from the /5-form. It 
is uncertain at this stage why the signals were not clearly resolved as doublets. Under a 
variety of conditions, in water, the chemical shift between the a- and /5-anomeric 
proton of glucose is 0-58 ppm,11,12 very similar to the triton shift of ca. 0-62 ppm.
D-Glucose-4-T. The triton here gave a 1:2:1 triplet at —1-34 ppm with \J(vic. H,T)| =  
9-3 Hz (see Fig. 3b), indicative of equal (axial-axial) couplings to the adjacent 3- and
5-proton. Unfortunately, the corresponding proton resonance information is not 
available because the spectrum of D-glucopyranose has not been fully interpreted.12
D-Ghicose-6-T. The spectrum (Fig. 3c) was less well resolved (for reasons to be found) 
and the signal appeared as a distorted broadened triplet at —0-95 ppm. It should be 
at least a four line multiplet, the X-part of an ABX system, but presumably the centre
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HTO
4 —T
- 2-00+ 1-0 ppm
s
F ig . 3. Triton magnetic resonance spectra of: (a) D-glucose-l-T; (b) D-glucose-4-T;
(c) D-gIucose-6-T.
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pair o f lines has not been resolved: it seems unlikely that/A'B >  A a b  +  I  I / a x  “ ' / b x I *  
:From the separation of the outer lines (22 Hz) and assuming a geminal H,T coupling 
of 15-5 Hz, then the 6-T,5-H coupling is ca. 6-5 Hz.
L-Leucine-4,5-T (5). The spectrum was insufficiently resolved to give the HT coupling 
constants. Two main signals were present in the aliphatic region o f the spectrum, one 
at —3-83 ppm (from HTO) arising from the CH2T group, and a second, much broader 
signal from the 4-triton at —3-08 ppm. Under the same conditions, the corresponding 
proton resonance signals were at —3-76 ppm (from HaO) and ca. —3*1 ppm.
L-Phenylalanine-4(nng)-T. The /7-triton gave a signal at +2*69 ppm (from HTO). In 
the proton resonance spectrum, the virtually equivalent phenyl-ring protons gave a 
sharp line at +2-69 ppm (from H20 ). So the /7-proton has effectively the same chemi­
cal shift as the triton.
L-Phenylalanine-2,3-T (6). There were signals of equal intensity, at —0*8 and —1*50 
ppm (from HTO) with widths at half-height of 0-3 and 0-43 ppm. These must arise 
from the triton at the 2- and the 3-position, respectively. Presumably the latter signal 
provides a mean chemical shift, because the 3-triton can be in either of the non­
equivalent positions on the methylene group. The corresponding proton chemical 
shifts (from HaO) are —0-72 ppm and ca. —1 *52 ppm (mid-point of the AB portion of 
the ABX spectrum).
Thymidine-6-T. This is prepared biochemically from thymine-6-T using a bovine 
liver-enzyme preparation,13 the labelled thymine being obtained from 6-chloro- 
thymine by catalysed halogen-tritium replacement.14 Confirmation o f the specificity 
of labelling came from the single sharp peak in the triton magnetic resonance spec­
trum a t +2-98 ppm (from HTO).
Thymidine-(methyl-T) (7). This is made from thymine-(methyl-T) obtained by 
tritium reduction of 5-hydroxymethyluracil. The specificity o f labelling in the methyl 
group v/as confirmed by the triton magnetic resonance spectrum which showed only a 
sharp triplet. The shift was at —2*87 ppm (from HTO) with \J(gem. T,H)| =  15-6 
Hz, a coupling almost the same as that measured for the CH2T group in tritiated 
sodium acetate.
Mixtures o f Thymidine-6-T and Thymidine- (methyl-T). The expected two signals were 
observed and there was no significant change in chemical shifts (+2*98, +2*97 and 
—2-87, —2*86) with the change in concentration (Table 1).
Thymidine-6-T(nominaX). Thymine is labelled by an exchange reaction to give 
thymine-T(G) (i.e. generally labelled) and then coupled biochemically13 with 2- 
deoxyribose. It was apparent from the molar specific activity (35*2 Ci/mM) that a 
considerable percentage of the label resided in the 5-methyl group. The triton 
magnetic resonance spectrum (of a 0T 5 M-solution) confirmed this by showing 
two signals ca. 5*8 ppm apart, comprising a broad band at high field from the 
labelled 5-methyl group and a line at low field from a 6-triton. The relative intensities 
of the signals indicated that ca. 26% of the tritium was at the 6-position with 74% 
in the 5-methyl group. Another sample (as a 1*2 M-solution with molar specific 
activity of 20-6 Ci/mM gave a triplet at —2-86 ppm (from HTO) arising from the
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5-CH2T group and a singlet at +2-75 ppm from the 6-triton. The latter chemical shift 
is evidently concentration dependent.
For thymidine in deuterium oxide at ca. 7% concentration (0-29 m ), the corre­
sponding proton chemical shifts are —2*72 and +3-02 ppm,15 but the separation is 
similar to that for the triton signals in tritiated thymidine at comparable concentration 
(above).
Thymidine-(2-deoxy-D-ribosQ-5-T). The spectrum was closely similar to that already 
observed from D-glucose-6-T, there being a distorted triplet at —1-01 ppm with the 
same width of 22 Hz, presumably implying similar relative couplings.
Uridine-6-T (8). Bromination of this compound has established that all of the tritium 
activity is present in the 6-position.6 In agreement the triton magnetic resonance 
spectrum showed only one signal. This was at ca. +3-25 ppm (from HTO), split as a 
1:1 doublet by the adjacent 5-proton, with |/(6-T,5H)| — 8*4 Hz. These values must 
be regarded as approximate because only a single spectrum was measured.
Uridine-5-T (9). Analysis of this compound by bromination had indicated that over 
98% of the tritium activity was present in the 5-position, the remainder being in the
6-position.5 Certainly, the triton magnetic resonance spectrum showed only one 
signal from the tritium at the 5-position. This was a sharp 1:1 doublet at +1.-22 ppm 
(from HTO) with |/(5T,6H)| =  8*2 Hz: these values for the chemical shift and coup­
ling constant were derived from seven determinations with six different samples, 
covering concentrations in the range 0-2 to 0-37 m. Individual variations from the 
mean were small and no obvious dependence of the chemical shift upon concentration 
was observed (see Table 2), even including two further samples with concentrations of 
0-08 and 0-05 M. With the present equipment, the minimum concentration o f uridine-
5-T for satisfactory NMR detection is about 0*05 molar at high isotopic abundance, 
and the minimum isotopic abundance about 2 to 3 % at 0-37 molar concentration. 
The last represents only 8 mCi of radioactivity in the micro-bulb.
The NMR results show that a triton at the 5-position is more shielded than at the
6-position by some 2-03 ppm, in line with expectation from proton magnetic resonance 
results where the corresponding separation is about 1 -97 ppm.16,17,18 Whether the
T a b l e  2. C h e m ic a l  s h i f t  a n d  s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h  f o r  u r i d i n e - 5 - T  i n  D 20  c o n t a i n i n g  HTO
(5 Ci/ml) a t  33-5°
Specific
activity
Ci/mmol.
Isotopic 
abundance 
at C5,
V/o
Molarity of 
solution
Activity in 
sample, 
mCi/30 /il
Signal 
strength8, 
(No. o f scans)
Triton
chemical
shift
ppm
15-7 54 0-27 123 s (4) +  1-22
13-3 . 45-6 0-2 82 s (9 ) +  1-24
4.07 14 0*33 41 m (16) |  +  1*21-
l +  MO
1-4 4-8 0-36 15 w (60) +  1-24
0-71 2-4 0-37 8 w (64) +  1.24
24-9 85-5 0-25 180 s (8) +  1-20
24-9 85-5 008 60 m (32) +  1-23
24-9 85-5 0 0 5 38 w (40) +  1-26
a s =  strong, m =  medium, w =  weak.
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couplings 7(5T,6H) and /(6T,5H) differ slightly awaits further measurements on 
uridine-6-T. There is no a priori reason for them to be equal; indeed the C-T and C-H 
bond orders in the two isomerically labelled uridines, (8) and (9) are not likely 
to be the same and so the above two couplings should differ slightly. This, the fact 
that the proton coupling J5 e has virtually the same value18 as /(5-T,6H) and foregoing 
results for tritiated l-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene and acetic acid, all show that a simple 
relationship /(H ,T ) =  /(H ,H ) • ( / t^ h )  does not accurately apply, as indeed other re­
sults also suggest.19,20
Self-radiolysis of uridine-5-T
Uridine-5-T (31 Ci/mol; 100% isotopic abundance at C-5) as a 0; 16 M-solution in 
tritiated water (10 Ci/ml) was loaded into a micro-bulb and examined at intervals. 
After 3 days, when the compound had received ca. 9 megarads o f radiation, mainly
5 —T 
in 8*94w\ 1
HTO
+2-0 +1-0 - 1-0
F ig. 4. Triton magnetic resonance spectrum of uridine-5-T and its self-radiolysis
products.
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NH2
CO.H
Ph-CHT-CH
s y n -  I
radio lysis ^
rra«s* (5T ,6H )
(9) +  H20
c/s-(5 T ,6 H )
uridine +  HTO
from the tritiated water, the triton magnetic resonance spectrum was normal (see 
above), showing a sharp 1:1 doublet downfield from THO. After 6 days, and a 
radiation dose of 18 megarads, a signal had appeared at —2-00 ppm-(from THO) 
with |J(gem. H,T)| & 17 Hz and |J(vic. H,T)| 4-5 Hz, together with a weaker
doublet signal at —0-90 ppm with \J(vic. H,T)| =  12-2 Hz (see Fig. 4). These observa­
tions point to the formation of the hydrate (11) and the glycol (10), respectively, in 
agreement with the findings concerning self-radiolysis of pyrimidines. This proceeds 
partly by radiation induced addition of water to the 5,6-double bond21 and partly by 
hydroxyl radical attack on this bond.5
After 5 weeks from loading of the micro-bulb, corresponding to a radiation dose of 
ca. 100 megarads, most of the uridine-5-T had undergone radiolysis, as indicated by 
the virtual absence of the original low-field doublet. On the other hand, the highest 
field signal (at —2-00 ppm) which arises from the hydrate (11) was very strong, whilst
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that (at —0*9 ppm) attributable to the glycol (10) remained roughly constant. By 
warming this solution, some of the hydrate (11) was decomposed (the relevant signal 
at —2*00 diminishing) and the characteristic doublet signal (at +1-2 ppm) from 
uridine-5-T reappeared. The intensity was about J of that from the unchanged 
hydrate. The remaining signal at —2*00 ppm was now much more cleanly resolved as 
a double doublet, with splittings of 17*0 and 8-2 Hz, as would be expected from the 
m-(5-T,6-H)-hydrate (11). This suggests that the trans-(5-T,6-H)-hydrate is preferen­
tially decomposed (as might be expected) to uridine-5-T (9) and protium oxide.
C O N C L U S IO N
These preliminary studies show that useful results may be derived from triton 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, even with relatively simple NMR equipment. Much 
more sophisticated equipment is becoming available and the resolution and limits of 
sensitivity now demonstrated could undoubtedly be increased, the latter perhaps 10 to 
20 fold or more. Our preliminary results suggest that triton chemical shifts closely 
parallel proton shifts, measured under comparable conditions, but that couplings to 
tritons can differ appreciably from the corresponding couplings to protons and that 
there is no constant simple relationship between the two. Further work is in progress 
concerning the labelling in tritiated compounds, and their self-radiolysis, and to com­
pile accurate chemical shifts and coupling constants for comparison with proton mag­
netic resonance data obtained under similar conditions.
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With the  aid of com pounds partially m onotritiated by base-catalysed  exchange w ith labelled w ater, corresponding 
triton and proton chem ical shifts m easured from internal tritiated w ater under the  sam e conditions are show n to  
be the  sam e. Applying this result and using the accurate resonance frequencies of the  tw o nuclei m easured a t 
constan t field on many of the  com pounds in organic solvents, a mean value, 1-06663975 (± 3  * 1 0 -8), has been  
obtained  for the  ratio of the Larmor frequencies, MT/w n - This value enables an accu ra te  ghost reference for any  
*H n.m.r. spectrum  to be derived from the observed *H n.m.r. frequency of the normal internal reference. The 
convenience of 3H n.m.r. spectroscopy for solving m echanistic  problem s is illustrated in respec t of the  R cim er-
Tiem ann reaction.
T r it iu m  has found extensive application as a tracer 
isotope of hydrogen in studies of reaction pathways and 
mechanisms, both chemical and biochemical.2"4 Whilst 
the radioactivity makes it easy to measure the rate of 
participation of a tritiated compound in a reaction and 
may aid the isolation of products, the exact location of 
the label therein is frequently difficult to determine. 
Usually a tedious sequence of specific degradations has 
to be performed,5 or perhaps derivatisation coupled with 
radio g.c.® Equally troublesome can be the un­
ambiguous demonstration of the position of the label 
in a starting material. These difficulties are readily 
overcome by the use of 3H n.m.r spectroscopy which we 
have shown1 can be performed safely and in a routine 
manner, and is of course non-destructive. Applications 
of tritium as a tracer are thereby greatly facilitated.
Preliminary work with relatively simple n.m.r. equip­
ment indicated 1 that triton chemical shifts parallelled 
proton shifts. Now we establish with the aid of a pulse 
spectrometer that 3H and 1H chemical shifts are identical 
(within experimental error) when measured under the 
same- conditions from corresponding references. This 
fact solves the problem of internal referencing of 3H 
n.m.r. spectra in that it enables a correct ghost reference 
to be derived from a normal *H internal reference.
Thus 3H n.m.r. spectroscopy becomes immediately 
useful. There is not the trouble of establishing cor­
relations between chemical shifts and structure as 
there still is with 13C n.m.r. spectroscopy because the 
enormous wealth of information and the reasoning in 
JH n.m.r. spectroscopy is at once applicable. In 
illustration of the convenience of 3PI n.m.r. for reaction 
mechanism studies, an experiment concerning the 
Reimcr-Ticuuinn reaction is described.
For the present studies, a range of C-tritiatcd com­
pounds was prepared by chemical exchange using in­
expensive tritiated water as the source of the label. It
1 Part I, J. Bloxsidgc, J. A. Elvidgc. J. R. Jones, and E. A. 
Evans, Org. Magnetic Resonance, 1971, 3. 1-7.
. 1 K. A. Evans, ‘ Tritium and its Compounds,’ Buttcrworths, 
London, 2nd edn., 1974.
* J. K. I.cc and F. Schmidt-BIcck, Adv. Analyt. Ckem. 
Instrumentation, J96S., 7, 67.
4 Proceedings of a Symposium on the Detection and Use of 
Tritium in the Physical" and Biological Sciences, International 
Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1902.
is  p e r tin e n t to  m e n tio n  th a t  th e  d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  h ig h ly  
b a s ic  m e d ia  7 m a k es  p o ssib le  th e  s y n th e s is  o f  a  v e r y  w id e  
v a r ie ty  o f  sp e c if ic a lly  -tr it ia te d  c o m p o u n d s  b y  th is  
m e th o d , a n d  co m p o u n d s  so  la b e lle d  are s ta b le  a t  n ea r  
n e u tra l p H  a n d  in  n o rm a l s o lv e n ts  a n d  d o  n o t  b a c k -  
e x c h a n g e  w ith  th e  en v ir o n m e n t . H e n c e  t h e y  m a y  b e  
u sed  a s  b io ch em ica l tra cers  8 w ith o u t  tr iv ia l  lo s s  o f  la b e l.
EX PERIM EN TA L .
P a r tia lly  M on otritia ted  C om pounds  (see T ab les  1 a n d  °.).—  
(a) C om pounds (1) and (2) (100 m Ci each) (R ad ioch em ica l 
Centre) w ere each  d isso lved  in  tr itia ted  w ater (50 Ci m l-1) 
to  30 pi. (6) C om pounds (3)— (5), (7)— (9), (13), and (14) 
(8— 34 m g), each sep ara tely  in  0 -lN -sod iu m  h yd rox id e  in  
tr itia ted  w ater (6— 25 pi), w ere k ep t for 18 h  a t  20°. 
(c) S im ilarly, com pound (19) w as trea ted  a t  75° for 30 h  
and com pou nds (20) and  (22). a t  75° for 20 h  (in sealed  
am poules) and th en  d im eth y l su lp h o x id e  (10— 25 pi) w as  
added to  th e  la s t tw o . (d) C om pounds (6), (10), an d  (11) 
(9— 20 m g) in  d ioxan  (10 p.l) or d im eth y l su lp h o x id e  (5 ul) 
were treated  as in  (6). C om pound (12), in  d io x a n  an d  th e  
tr itia ted  w ater (10 pi), w as k ep t w ith  so lid  sod iu m  carb on ate  
and th en  th e  so lu tion  w as d ecan ted . (e) C om pounds (21) 
and (24)— (26) (25 m g), each  in  d im eth y l su lp h ox id e  
(25— 33 pi), were k ep t w ith  0-2N -sodium  h yd rox id e  in  
tr itia ted  w ater (12 pi) for 1 h  a t  20°. ( / )  C om pounds (15),
(18), and  (23) (25 mg) were each  k ep t in  tr itia ted  w ater  
(35 pi) for 18 h  a t 25°. C om pounds (16) an d  (17) w ere  
exch anged  sim ilarly  b u t using tr itia ted  w a ter  (15 pi) and  
d im eth y l su lph oxide (20 pi), (g) [2 '-3H ]A cetop h en on e  
(Table 2) w as b est obta ined  b y  k eep ing  a  m ix tu re  o f 
acetop h cn on e (1 m l), d ioxan  (1 m l), tr itia ted  w-atcr (10 pi), 
and so lid  sodium  hyd roxid e (0-5 pellet) a t  20° for 18 h. 
T he liquid  w as decanted  in to  sa tu ra ted  sod iu m  chloride  
(10 ml) and  th e organic phase w as sep arated  and  clarified  
(N a2S 0 4), and a portion  (50 pi) d isso lv ed  in pcrd eu ter ia ted  
d im eth y l su lph oxide (50 pi), (h) L abelled  w ater  (T able 2) 
w as prepared b y  d ilu tion  of 50%  tr itia ted  w ater  w ith  
deuterium  ox id e  to  1 Ci m l-1.
N .m .r . M easurem ents .— T he forego in g  sam p les  w ere
* J. R. Catch, ’ Patterns of Labelling,’ review no. 11, R adio­
chemical Centre, Amersham. 1971; and e.g. G. \V. Kirbv, S. W. 
Sha, and E. J. H erbert,J . Chem. Soc. (C), 1969, 1916.
4 E.g. II. J. Ache, A. Thiemann, and W. Herr, Z. analyt. Chem., 
1961, 1S1. 551.
7 J. R. Jones, 'T h e  Ionisation of Carbon Acids,’ Academic 
Press, New York, 1973, ch. 11.
4 J. M. A. Al-Rawi. J. A. Elvidgo, D. K. Jaiswal, J. R. Jem  i, 
and R. Thomas, J.C .S . Chem. Comm., 1974, 220.
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sea led  e ither (i) in  m icrobulbs 1 (30 pi), or (ii) a fter  neutralis­
a tio n , to g eth er  w ith  an  equal vo lu m e o f perdeutcriatcd  
d im eth y l su lp h o x id e  in  cylind rical m icrocclls (100 pi) 
(W ilm ad), and th ese  w ere inserted  in io  standard n .m .r. 
tu b es. T riton  and proton sp ectra  w ere recorded on  
sam p les (i) w ith  a  Perkin -E lm er RIO instrum en t operating  
a t  64 and 60 M IIz resp ectively , and  on  sam ples (ii) w ith  a  
B ru kcr W II90  p u lse  (Fourier transform ) spectrom eter a t  
96 and  90 M H z, th e  in ternal d eu tcr ia ted  com pou nd pro­
v id in g  th e  field -locking signal. T he chem ical sh ifts, St  and  
Sh  (T able 1) w ere m easured from  th e  in ternal tr itia ted  
w a ter .1
N .m .r . D etection S e n s itiv ity .— P rogressive d ilu tion  of th e  
tr itia ted  w ater sam ple (g) w ith  deuterium  ox id e  show ed  
th a t  ev en  a t  0-5 mCi to ta l a c t iv ity  in  30 pi an  adequ ate  
s ign a l-to -n o ise  ra tio  o f 3 :  1 w as ob ta in ed  w ith  th e  B ruker  
spectrom eter a fter  o n ly  1-9 X 10* pu lses (of 2 ps a t  1*7 s 
in terva ls).
R eim er-T iem a n n  R eaction .— P h en o l (150 m g) in  tr itia ted  
w a ter  (50 p i ; 50 Ci m l'1) w as add ed  to  a  stirred so lu tion  o f 
sod iu m  h yd roxid e (245 mg) in  tr itia ted  w ater  (250 pi) a t  
60°. T h en  a t  67°, chloroform  (230 pi) w as added during  
5 m in . A fter  1-5 h, th e  so lu tion  w as cooled in  ice, acidified  
(p H  < 2 )  w ith  3N-sulphuric acid, and  ex tracted  w ith  eth er  
(5 X 5 m l). T he e x tra ct w as dried (N a ,S 0 4) and evapor­
a ted , and th e  residue d istilled  (h igh vacu u m  line)* to  g ive  a  
liq u id  (80 m g), w h ich  in  a  parallel exp erim en t w ith  ordinary  
w a ter  com prised  (g .l.c.) ph en ol and  sa licy la ldchyde (5 :  3). 
T h e  *H and  XH  n.m .r. spectra  o f th e  tr itia ted  produ ct 
(30 pi) show ed sin g lets  a t S 4-15 and 4-20 resp ectively . 
T h e  in ten sity  o f th e  form er signal, calibrated  from  3H  
n .m .r. signals from  know n tr itia ted  w ater, corresponded to  
60  mCi o f tr itium .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Triton and Proton Chemical Shifts.—By definition, the 
chemical shift of any nucleus X in a sample, and the 
frequency of the resonance line vx8 and of the relevant 
internal reference vtr , are related as in equation (1).
Sx =  (vx« — vxr)/vxr =  (vxs/vxr) — 1 (1)
The condition for resonance of any nucleus X at constant 
field B0 is given by equation (2). Combination of
vx =  *x£ 0( l - c x) (2)
appropriate equations (1) and (2) for the triton and 
proton gives equation (3). If the nuclear screening
8t j$a (3)
value for the ratio 8t/&h being 1*00: a plot of §T against 
8n gives a straight line of slope unity and zero intercept. 
Hence the assumption is justified that a single isotopic 
replacement of 3H forTH in a molecule will not appreci­
ably alter the shielding at that position. Similar
T a b l e  1
tr itia ted  w ater
Compound
No. (position tritiated) 8r 8a 8t/Sh
(1) Sodium acetate (2) -2 - 9 1 -2 - 8 7 1-01
(2) Acetic acid (2) -2 - 7 7 -2 - 7 2 1-02
(3) Acetone (1) -2 - 6 5 -2 - 6 4 1-01
- 2 - 6 9 -2 - 5 9 1-00
(4) 2-Picoline (10 -2 - 5 8 -2 - 5 9 1-00
(5) Acetonitrile (2) - 2 - 2 5 -2 - 2 2 1-01
- 1 - 1 6 - M l * 1-02
(6) Propionitrile (2) -2 - 2 1 -2 - 2 2 0-99(5)
(7) Dim ethyl sulphoxide (1) - 2 - 0 8 -2 - 0 9 0-99(5)
- 1 - 9 9 — 2-04 0-97(5)
(8) Prop-2-yn-l-ol (3) - 1 - 6 8 -1 - 6 7 1-00(5)
(9) Sodium malonate (2) - 1 - 6 0 -1 - 6 3 0-98
(10) Nitromcthane (1) - 1 - 1 7 - M S * 0-99
- 0 - 4 2 -0 - 4 1 1-02
(ID Malononitrile (2) -0 .-75 -0 - 7 6 0-99
(12) Diethvl malonate (2) -0 - 5 0 -0 - 4 7 TOG
(13) [2,3-’-H]Prop-2-en-l-ol (3) 0-44 0-43 1-02
(14) 2-Methylresorcinol (4) 1*47 1-60 0-98
(15) Imidazole (2) 2-63 2-62 1-00
(16) Benzimidazole (2) 2-94 2-91 1-01
3-26 3-24* 1-01
(17) 1-Mcthylbenzimidazole (2) 3-02 30 3 1-00
(18) Purine (8) 3-09 3-07 1-01
(19) Pyridine 1-oxide (2) 3-42 3-42 1-00
(20) Quinoline 1-oxide (2) 3-45 3-44 1-00
(21) Benzoxazolc (2) 3-63 3-63 1-00
(22) Isoquinoline 1-oxide (1) 3-95 3-99 0-99
(3) 3-33 3-29 1-01
(23) 1,3-Dimcthylbcnzimidazo- 
lium bromide (2)
4-33 4-36 0-99
(24) Benzothiazole (2) 4-40 4-37 101
5-69 6-65* 101
(25) Chloroform (1) 5 0 7 5-16 0-9S
(20) Benzoselcnazole (2) • 5-28 6-34 0-99
[(1  -  CTS) / ( 1  -  ° T r) l  -  1
:  [ ( i  — <^E) / ( i  — — i
constants oT and oir are mainly functions of the local 
molecular environment, which for a single isotopic 
replacement is virtually unchanged, then oTs ~  crn* 
and OTr « onr so that equation (3) reduces to the 
approximation (4).
St /Su  ~  1 (4)
The experimental results (Table 1) show that triton 
and proton chemical shifts, measured under the same 
conditions, are indeed virtually identical, the mean
• P. Diehl and T. Lcipert, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1904, 47, 545.
10 R. Price, Ph.D. Thesis. London, 1909: K. W. Randall and 
D . G. Gilles, Prog:-. N .M .R . Spectroscopy, 1971, 0, 135.
• See ref. 1. * Samples prepared by method (g).
observations and conclusions have been reported con­
cerning the isotopic pairs 4H and 2H,9 14N and I5N,10 
and 117Sn and 118Sn,n  although for the tin isotopes the 
primary isotope effect on shielding ‘ sometimes lies 
beyond the experimental error.’ The importance of the 
direct correspondence between triton and proton 
chemical shifts is of course that the vast compilation of 
proton chemical shift data in the literature applies 
equally to the prediction and assignment of triton n.m.r. 
spectra, so that there is little or no interpretive hindrance 
to applications of 3H n.m.r. spectroscopy. The very 
close shift approximation (4) holds in spite of the 
relatively enormous isotopic mass difference, evidently 
because the effects of the different electronegativities, 
zero point energies, bond lengths, and van der Waals 
radii upon the screening constants are very small.
Ratio of the Lannor Frequencies.—It follows from the 
experimentally verified close approximation (4) that the 
ratio of Hie Larmor frequencies coT/«n for any site, at 
constant applied field, should be virtually constant.
11 A. Tupciauskas, N. M. Sergeyev, and Yu. A. Ustynyuk, M et. 
Phys., 1970, 21, 179.
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Measurements of n.m.r. line frequencies made on a 
selection of the partially monotritiated compounds 
(Table 2) show that this is so and provide a mean value
T a b l e  2
Measurement of the ratio of JH and 1II Larmor frequencies
Observed relative
Compound line frequencies Digitisation
(see Table 1) (Hz) error *
rx then rjr
U) 96 022 445-9809 1-066639716
90 023 317-CG93 a
(3) 96 022 475-1430 1-066G39744
90 023 342-5816 &
(5) 96 022 676-4118 b 1-006639734
90 023 532-2121 a
(7) 96 022 521-3040 1*066639758
90 023 384-6558 a
(10) 95 022 904-7448 b 1-066639748
90 023 744-9920 a
(16) 90 023 277-0216 1-066639779
90 024 091-3890 a
(21) 96 023 398-7388 1-066639731
90 024 209-6180 a
(24) 96 023 384-7883 1-066639781
90 024 192-2620 a
(25) 96 022 723-7976 a 1-066639718
90 023 577-6204 b
Acetophenone 96 022 727-5934 h 1-066639747
90 023 579-1041
Water 96 022 724-7000 
90 023 574-7900 c
1-066039766
* The error is ± 1  channel which is precisely a =  ±0-1465, 
6 =  ± 2 a , c — ±0-5a Hz.
of T066G3975 (i;3  x  10'8) for the ratio. Of previous 
measurements of this Larmor frequency ratio,12'14 the 
most accurate are those of Duffy.13 Our result agrees 
with his. In our experiments, the frequencies in the 
Bruker spectrometer are locked together to a master 
6 MHz oscillator, and to the field via a deuteron signal 
derived from the sample, and all are accurately known. 
The limits to the precision of our frequency measure­
ments are the computer horizontal and vertical digitis­
ation errors and the uncertainty in spectral line position 
as a result of the natural line width. The first two 
errors respectively decrease and increase the uncertainty 
of location of a line as the spectral frequency range is 
reduced. Frequency ranges to give display spectral 
widths of GOO or 300 Hz were found to be optimal, and 
at these ranges the horizontal digitisation error includes 
the other errors because of the quantisation, inherent in 
the whole spectrometer system. The errors quoted in 
Table 2 are quantised errors, the quotients of the spectral 
width and the number of channels in which the digitised 
spectrum was held after Fourier transformation, the 
free induction decay having been acquired into twice as 
many channels.
Referencing.—Wc have previously discussed the 
particular problem of referencing 3H n.m.r. spectra,1 and 
others have discussed the general problem of referencing 
for any magnetic nucleus.13 We mentioned the ini-
11 F. I31och, A. C. Graves, M. Packard, and R. W. Spence, 
Phys. Rev., 1917, 71. 551.
14 W. Du fly, Phys. Rev., 1959, 115, 1012.
14 R. \V. Huggins and J. H. Sanders, Proc. Phys. Soc., 19G5, 80,
practicability (for radiochemical and n.m.r. reasons) of 
tritiated organic references analogous to those used for 
proton work, and so employed tritiated water, initially. 
In spite of the inherent disadvantages of water as an 
n.m.r. reference, tritiated wafer at least provided an 
equivalent reference for both 3H and HI measurements 
made in parallel on the same sample. This equivalence 
derives from fast site exchange, and is confirmed by the 
very small fractionation factors for neutral water (which 
indicates absence of any appreciable differential hydrogen 
bonding). However, having obtained a sufficiently 
precise value for the ratio of the Larmor frequencies of 
the two nuclei from a set of representative observations, 
it is now possible to reference any 3H n.m.r. spectrum 
accurately and conveniently without the need for an 
actual tritium reference at all. Tetramethylsilane 
(TMS), sodium 4,4-dimethyl-l-silapentane-l-sulphonate 
(DSS), or tetramethylammonium chloride,16 is added to 
the sample in the normal way. This provides the 
generally accepted internal proton reference and of 
course facilitates the taking of the XH n.m.r. spectrum, 
if required. The accurate resonance frequency of the 
internal proton reference signal, available from the 
Bruker spectrometer output, is then multiplied by the 
Larmor frequency ratio 1*06663975 to provide the 
reference frequency for the 3H n.m.r. spectrum. This 
corresponds accurately to the origin of the 3H n.m.r. 
signal which would arise if monotritiated TMS (or 
DSS, etc.) were present in the sample. The appropriate 
commands to the computer then place this ghost internal 
reference signal upon the right hand ordinate of the 
chart paper. The chemical shifts of the 3H n.m.r. 
signals from the sample are then obtained from the 
printout or from the chart in the usual way.
Isotopic Shifts.—For monotritiated compounds, the 
3H and JH chemical shifts, so measured, will for all 
practical purposes be the same, the primary isotopic 
shift being negligible. The upheld shift in' XH or 3H 
resonance resulting from the -j-J effect of another 
tritium, the secondary isotope effect, is also very small 
and comparable with the normal experimental errors in 
measuring, samples at different times. Nevertheless 
the secondary isotopic shift does show, for example, in 
the 1H n.m.r. spectrum of a tritiated compound having 
at least a few percent abundance of the isotope at one 
site, and in the 3H n.m.r. spectrum of a compound 
having more than one triton per labelled site. Pre­
viously we obtained 1 from the XH n.m.r. spectrum of 
tritiated sodium acetate (in water) a rough value of 
0-05 p.p.m. to high field for the isotopic shift an 8- 
(CH2TC02Na) — cnB(CH3C02Na): accurate measure­
ments (in D20) now provide the value 0*018 ±  0 002
14 W. McFarlanc, J . Chem. Soc. (A), 1963, 2280; Ar.n. Rev. 
N .M .R . Spectroscopy, 1908. 1, 135: F. H. A. Rummens, Org. 
Magnetic Resonance, 1970, 2, 209; P. G. Harrison, S. K. Ulrich, 
and J. J. Zuckcrman, J . Amer. Chem. Soc., 1971, £3. 5398; E. I). 
Becker, J . Magnetic Resonance, 1971, 4, 142; G. C. L evy and J . D. 
Cargioli, ibid., 1972, 7, 143.
*' ' H. Live and S. I. Chan, Org. M agnetic Resonance, 1973, 5, 
275.
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p.p.ra. For the isotopic shift oT"(CHT2C02Na) — 
cT8(CH2T’C02Na) measured on the same sample we 
obtain 0-021 d; 0-00.'{ p.p.m. to high field.
Example of an Application of HI N.m.r. Spectroscopy.—  
Some years ago H ine17 showed that dichlorocarbene, 
formed from chloroform by alkali, was the essential 
electrophilic reagent in the Reimer-Tiemann reaction, 
effecting substitution of the phenol as in reaction (5).
(5)
c cu*h-£oh 6 )
(I)+ NH|S03 4 MeOH 17}
It remained uncertain whether this stage was followed 
by an internal proton transfer or whether there was 
protonation of the side-chain carbon atom by the solvent
water, as in reaction (6). In 1971 Kemp 18 used tri­
tiated water and showed that the eventual product, 
salicylaldchydc (I), was radioactive. Although this 
suggested mechanism (G), a proof of the mechanism 
necessitated location of the label in the product, because 
phenols exchange hydrogen at the ortho- and para- 
positions with water under alkaline conditions. Kemp 
therefore treated the isolated salicylaldehyde with 
hydroxylaminc-0-sulphonic acid to give an isoxazole 
and then caused the latter to react with methoxide in 
methanol to give o-cyanophenol, as in reaction (7). 
That the methanol became radioactive proved that the 
aldehyde side-chain in the salicylaldehyde was tritium- 
labelled and so verified the mechanistic step (6).
To show how much more simple and direct it is to 
employ 3H n.m.r. spectroscopy for locating the label, we 
have repeated this Reimer-Tiemann reaction on phenol 
in tritiated water. The 1H n.m.r. spectrum of the 
product showed the aldehyde proton singlet at 3 4-2 
(from HTO). The 3H n.m.r. spectrum showed a similar 
singlet at S 4*15, this then being from an aldehyde 
triton. The intensity of the 3H n.m.r. signal was such 
as to show that mechanism (6) occurred to the exclusion 
of alternatives.
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